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CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Good morning. First 

e want to say good morning and welcome to the 

ubcommittee of Crime and Corrections/ of the Judiciary 

ommittee hearing on Victims/Witness Compensation, and we 

ant to thank everybody for being in attendance. 

And I am going to start with a statement and 

he statement is basically taken from the, a report from 

he National Institute of Justice on Victims/Witness 

ompensation. 

Victims of violent crime are doubly 

njured. First by the trauma and suffering of 

ictimization itself and, second, by financial burdens 

hat result from the crime. 

Loss of income, hospital bills and long-term 

reatment. In the last 20 years the plight of crime 

ictims has become a matter of increasing concern to 

ublic policymakers. 

Victims assistance programs have been 

reated and Victims Bill of Rights have been passed. 

Since 1965, all but two states enacted crime 

ictim compensation programs, which enable the survivors 

f homicide victims and victims of other violent crimes to 

btain at least partial compensation for out-of-pocket 

xpenses resulting from the victimization. 

In 1983, the National Institute of Justice 
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mblished a national assessment of existing crime victim 

ompensation programs entitled, "Compensating Victims of 

rime: An analysis of American programs." 

In the same year, the Department of Justice 

reated the Office for Victims of Crime to serve as the 

ederal focal point for victim issues and to promote 

mprove treatment of victims of crime. 

In 1984, the Victims of Crime Act, VOCA, was 

tnacted with strong Department of Justice and bipartisan 

ongressional support. 

It authorized federal funding to induce 

tates to establish victim compensation programs and to 

dopt comparable basic services such as victim outreach 

ervices, victim notification services, crisis council, 

nd a variety of referral services to meet long-term 

ictim needs. 

This updated study is the first systematic 

eview of compensation programs since VOCA was enacted in 

984. And this report highlights state efforts to develop 

nd create crime victim compensation services and to 

omply with VOCA mandates. 

It describes different organization 

tructures and operating procedures that characterize 

merican programs. 

It discusses efforts by states to streamline 
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ipplication and claim process. It exams how state 

urograms are grappling with key issues such as redefining 

'ictim and outreach to crime service victims. 

It discusses its trends and program funding 

md this describes the partnership between the National 

institute of Justice and the Office for Victims of Crime. 

Our agencies are jointly committed to 

iroviding support and assistance to victims and this study 

s one attempt to demonstrate the benefits of research and 

urogram documentation to support emergency practice and 

ictim services field. 

The National Institute of Justice and the 

ffice For Crime Victims hope state and local officials 

ill find this report useful as they refine and improve 

heir crime victim and that the report will stimulate 

urther attention to the needs and problems of crime 

ictims. 

And that is from the Director of National 

nstitute of Justice, Charles B. DeWitt, and Brenda 

sister(phonetic), was the Acting Director for the Office 

or Victims of Crime at this time. This report was issued 

n January of 1992. 

In conversation this morning with the 

ational Institute of Justice, they told me that was it. 

hat there has not been an update. And that if, if and 
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hen It will be, then, of course, we all will know about 

t. 

But because It was a special report, that 

here Is no telling, there Is no time line In terms of 

hen they have to do the reports. 

So, hopefully, I think Mary gave me a copy 

f It, of this report, and I want to have the report as 

art of our record for this hearing. 

And with that, I would just like the other 

embers of the Committee to Introduce themselves. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: Thank you. My name 

s Al Masland. I represent the 199th District In 

umberland County. I'm happy to be with Representative 

ames on this Subcommittee. 

I spent almost eight years In the District 

ttorney's Office In Cumberland County, so I am familiar 

lth some of your concerns. 

And I am happy to be part of this Committee 

nd happy to be here today. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Good morning. I 

m Kathy Manderlno, and I am from Philadelphia County, 

epresentlng the 194th District which are parts of West 

nd Northwest Philadelphia. 

I am pleased that part of the victims 

ervices that represents my District is here today to give 
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estimony. And I look forward to hearing from all of you, 

hanks. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. And what about 

taff, Introduce yourselves. 

MS. MARSCHIK: Mary Beth Marschik, Research 

nalyst for the Minority. 

MS. MILOHOV: And Galina Milohov, Research 

nalyst for the Democratic side. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. And we are going to 

o in this order, okay. So, first, we are going to have 

arianne McManus, Chairman. 

Would you introduce yourself for the record, 

lease. 

MR. MCMANUS: Yes. Marianne McManus, 

hairman of the — 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: I'm sorry. Just one thing 

want to say for the record. We have been advised we are 

n session. We are trying to do the budget. 

They told us this morning that we only have 

he room until noon and they will take over. So we know 

e want the budget passed, so Appropriations will come in 

little after 12. 

MS. McMANUS: Marianne McManus, Chairman of 

he Crime Victims Compensation Board. 

Good morning Representative James and 
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[embers of the Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on Crime 

nd Corrections. 

On March 18th, 1993, I appeared before the 

udiciary Committee and presented testimony regarding the 

rime Victims Compensation Board, in addition to 

esponding to questions. 

Rather than reiterate my testimony, allow me 

o highlight what I believe are significant areas that 

eed to be addressed: 

A. The need to increase collections to 

ensure compensation to victims. 

B. Restitution and accountability on the 

part of offenders. 

C. Limitations on a draining fund. 

D. Increased staffing to better service 

victims. 

E. Elimination of Social Security claims 

under $100. 

F. Supplemental claims and a time limit. 

6. Administratively procession claims under 

$1,000 without legal review. 

H. Increase in the advancement account. 

I. Payment of 110 percent of the prevailing 

Medicaid rate or 80 percent of the usual 

and customary rates as full satisfaction 
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to providers. 

One other area that frequently rears Its 

Lead, Is too much verification. 

The Board since January has had a 

wo-and-a-half month Auditor General audit and a Federal 

'echnlcal Assistance audit. 

The Federal Audit revealed and I quote, "A 

:onslstent approach to the Investigation and verification 

if claims for compensation." 

The Auditor General's audit has not been 

-ecelved. However, It Is our understanding that there are 

o significant problems. 

This does not come easily. We must adhere 

o certain guidelines and parameters within which to 

ork. 

The agenda today will, for a very large 

tate, focus heavily on a particular geographical area. 

Recognizing that you can't classify the 

rime Victims into specific areas, let me just say that 

he problems in some small counties are not the same as 

arger ones. 

Cities versus rural areas are not the same 

nd the judicial system is not uniform in the state. 

I would hope that the comments given today 

re constructive in nature, keeping in mind the goal of 
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lervice to victims and an awareness of the unique 

lifferences in programs. 

I look forward to hearing the testimony and 

:ime for response at the end. As always, I will also be 

lappy to answer any questions. 

Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Thank you. Representative 

[anderino? 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: None right now, 

[r. Chairman. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: No. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Representative Masland? 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: No questions. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES; Okay. Well, thank you very 

mch. After we hear some other testimony we might have 

ome questions. 

Next will be Linda Fink, Assistant Director 

f the Sexual Assault Resource Center. 

Is she here? She is not here. Then we go 

o Pamela Grosh — Linda? 

MS. GROSH: Pamela Grosh. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay, Pamela Grosh, okay. 

MS. GROSH: Good morning. I am Pamela 

irosh. I am the Program Director of Victim/Witness 

ervices and we are operated out of the office of the 
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>lstrlct Attorney In Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 
i 

We are an office that has a unique mix 

tetween a very rural setting and, again, a very urban 

letting. So our claims and our office and victims reflect 

i very diverse population. 

Last year we filed 145 claims. We are 

mrrently dealing with about 350 claims that are either 

tending or filed and awaiting payment. 

Several specific areas that I wanted to 

iddress Involve unique concerns to our office and then 

ome general concerns that will probably fit the entire 

roup. 

We have a great number of claims Involving 

herapy and therapist, counseling for victims of crime. 

,nd the particular group that we have a great number of, 

re children who are victims of sexual abuse that are 

eelng therapists. 

Currently we have a therapist pool of 

ipproxlmately 35 to 40 therapists who see these children 

nd they are geographically located throughout the 

ounty. 

We have approximately 180 victims that are 

n therapy at this time and the majority of those, again, 

re children. 

We have several concerns about therapy. One 
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s an overriding concern about the length of time that a 

hi Id needs to be in therapy or any victim, for that 

atter. 

This is a very unpredictable sort of thing 

nd some of the children, of course, are in therapy for 

xtended periods of time. 

Some of the children have needed to be in 

herapy for intermittent amounts of time. They have been 

n therapy for a time, then had some time when they were 

ot and later at the onset of puberty perhaps or some 

ther event, felt they need to reenter therapy. 

In these cases, there may be a seven-year 

uration between sessions with therapists. Naturally, 

his lends itself to some concern on our part as to the 

ength of time that a claim could be reopened on behalf of 

hose children. 

I think that it would be fair to say, and I 

hink that most people will probably reiterate the fact, 

hat it takes approximately a year at this point to have a 

laim paid. 

This means, of course, that those 35 to 40 

herapists are now willing to take those clients on either 

partial payment out of insurance benefits or a partial 

ayment derived from the parent of the child, but without 

all payment for an entire year in therapy. 
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If you are at all aware of therapy costs, 

ou know that these bills could be extensive. 

Our concern Is that In order to maintain our 

iredibility with therapists, to have an ongoing 

-elationship with them, it is necessary for us to do an 

ntensive screening process at the level of our office in 

>rder to gauge whether something over which we have no 

ontrol, the payment of a claim, will happen at the end of 

hat year. 

But we need to at least try to guarantee in 

very limited way, to a provider, that they will be paid 

efore they take that child. 

However, we don't hold that decision in our 

ands. That is always the Board's decision. 

This is problematic. We have had situations 

here for one reason or another the therapists have not 

een paid and in most cases, those situations have 

nvolved a bill of $500 or more that the therapist has 

ost as a result of that. 

Naturally, we feel they are responsible for 

hat, although of course we don't hold this decision in 

ur hands. 

Also, in order to maintain our credibility, 

t is also of grave concern about the year wait. Even 

ith other types of service providers, we have developed a 
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lystem where we do notify service providers that a 

ilaimant has applied, has filed for CVC and asked them in 

:he interest of the victim's well being, to not harrass 

:hem with letters and calls. 

Some providers honor that, some do not. We 

lave really no legal way of, of course, to enforce that. 

We only can try to impose some sort of moral. 

bligation on them. They, of course, have a 

esponsibility to collect a debt and it just demends how 

igorous they want to be on that. 

It does, CVC is, of course, a wonderful 

irogram. And our program puts a great deal of time and 

nergy into it because it is one of the most concrete ways 

n which a victim of crime can receive help. 

And so it is an incredibly worthwhile 

rocess and I don't mean for anything I say to reflect 

nything different than that. 

But we would encourage in any way the 

egislature to take a position on funding, for more help, 

imply more people in this office, in order to attempt to 

educe that time that it takes to file a claim. 

To us, this is the strongest and most 

mportant point. Far more than any sort of 

ndiosyncracies in the regs that might frustrate us or 

pset us. 
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The amount of time is crucial to maintaining 

;he health and safety of victims, and I encourage you to 

Lo what you can in that direction. 

Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Thank you. Representative 

[anderino? 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Thank you, Mr. 

Ihairman. 

I'm wondering, Ms. McManus, if you wouldn't 

tind staying at the table, because I think we might have a 

ew questions that are more appropriate to ask you to 

espond to. 

(Pause.) 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Thanks. I do 

emember your recent testimony before the whole Committee 

couple of weeks or a month or so again. 

And if you could just refresh my 

ecollection because I think you touched on, and I 

ppreciated your abbreviated remarks this morning. 

But I think you touched upon, when you met 

ith us last time, why the turn-around takes a year. 

And I guess if you would, would just tell us 

gain what is going on there. And is what Ms. Grosh 

uggested, the solution? 

MS. McMANUS: Well, actually, her comments 
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regarding additional staffing, certainly, I would be most 

tupportive of. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: But is that the 

ssue with regard to the one-year turn around? 

MS. GROSH: The issue is more complex than 

hat. The issue is not the fact that staff themselves are 

tot processing it fast enough, but a combination of 

hings. 

And one is that many times we do not get the 

nformation that we are requesting. We have to send out 

nother letter. We give — an inordinant amount of time, 

ctually, for providers to respond. 

There is a penalty if they don't give us the 

nformation we need. There is no teeth in that as far as 

aving anybody to even go out and enforce it. 

The other thing is that because we are 

udited, we have to be very careful. We must get the 

enefit statements, we must have all the insurance 

tatements. 

And I think one point that should be 

resented here today is that we are the payor of last 

esort. 

However, when these providers are paid, they 

re paid in full. They are not paid what insurance pays 

hem. They are not paid what assistance pays them. They 
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jet the full amount. 

So It Is In their Interest to wait, knowing 

;hat many of them do not want to do that and understanding 

;he complexities of that Issue. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Is It realistic, 

: notice one of the Issues you raise Is the need to 

.ncrease collections to ensure compensation to victims. 

On the other hand, we are moving everywhere 

rhen we are looking at the whole cost of our health care 

tervlces and provision of services to what Is a reasonable 

:harge. 

MS. MCMANUS: Right. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: And we are doing 

hat when we talk about reimbursement for Medical 

Lsslstance or for Medicaid or Medicare and we are putting 

i percentage over the, over the Medicaid or Medicare 

reimbursement. 

What effect, If some kind of limitation like 

hat was put on what the Crime Compensation Board would 

>ay for services, do you think that that would have an 

ffect on the provision of services? 

And If we did something like that, would 

hat mean more victims could be served? 

MS. McMANUS: That Is a very good question. 

think that probably you would see that you would be able 
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o service more victims, because you would probably have 

Lore money in the fund. 

On the other hand, there may be providers 

hat might not be willing to, you know, settle for that, 

lthough I seriously doubt that. 

I am sure there are, but I think that for 

he most part in looking at what other states have done 

nd some of the limitations that they have enacted, that 

hat has really not been the case. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Ms. Grosh, 

ooking at your realm of providers that you have, what 

ind of impact, if any, do you think a limitation on the 

mount that they would be reimbursed might have on your 

bility to find enough services for your victims? 

MS. GROSH: I think it would pose 

ignificant problems. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Why? 

MS. GROSH: I do believe the fact they are 

illing to wait is because they are paid in full. And 

hat is, in fact, our ace in the hole. 

And I think that it would pose significant 

roblems to them. 

REPRESENTATIVE iMANDERINO: If they were paid 

ore timely? Would that make a difference? 

MS. GROSH: Perhaps. 
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REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Thank you. Thank 

rou, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Thank you. Representative 

[asland? 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: Well, we, while we 

ave Ms. McManus up there, A through I on your sheet, are 

hey prioritized? 

MS. McMANUS: No, they were not. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: If I can go back to 

ou for a second. If you had to prioritize them, what 

ould be your top three or four? 

MS. McMANUS: Well, I would say A, 

ertainly, B, restitution and accountability, as far as I 

m concerned, is a big issue on my part specifically. And 

would say E, certainly. 

And, well, they are all important. I am 

aving a hard time on that. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: I know it is kind 

f difficult, but if we had to approve it in a piece-meal 

ashion, if we can only bite off one part at a time. 

MS. McMANUS: I would think supplemental, 

he elimination of the Social Security claims under $100. 

And I know that certainly that is a touchy 

ssue. And I realize the sensitivity of it. 

But yesterday I had two claims. One for $10 
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ind one for $7. And I'm telling you that the amount of 

;ime and the paperwork and the administrative costs in 

irocessing those claims are extremely high. 

And it is time that could be well spent on 

lome of those claims that are more difficult and more 

:omplex. 

And I bring that up just as a matter of 

liscussion and something that we would like to see. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: Can you refresh my 

ecollection. What is the, I guess, the statute of 

imitations for these claims? 

MS. McMANUS: One year. Two years for good 

ause. And if it is children, there is a different 

tatute. I mean, time limit. Five-year time limit. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: So most of the 

eople, and I can remember looking into that a couple 

onths back when you were in with someone with a long 

ayoff, seven or eight years. 

But for the children who have the need for 

ntermittent counseling, intermittent therapy that Pamela 

rosh talking about. 

But for those children .that have the need 

or the intermittent care, and I can see that happening in 

any cases. 

MS. McMANUS: That's correct. 
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REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: They are really out 

Ln the cold. 

MS. McMANUS: I think that there would have 

:o be a proviso In there, perhaps something that says, 

ixcept for good cause. And we would certainly look at 

:hat. 

I would also consider that somebody who has 

tad long-term disability. For Instance, a paraplegic who 

lay need, you know, his wheelchair refurbished or 

rhatever. 

You would have to take It on an Individual 

tasls, as all claims are looked at on an Individual 

>asis. 

But I think there would have to be some 

irovlso ln there. I am not saying that It would be a 

LOldlng. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: But It Is possible 

nder the current system for someone ln a situation like 

hat who reaches puberty and all of a sudden all of the 

•roblems ln the past, maybe five years ago, come back, 

hat that person could possibly get some kind of — 

MS. McMANUS: They do now. We have people 

ho have been ln therapy for years and years and, you 

now, It Is a very hard Issue, mental health counseling. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: So long as the 
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nitial claim is made within a year, if they have 

lubseguent flareups for lack of a better word? 

MS. MCMANUS: Yes. And that is called a 

lupplemental claim. And some of those claims date back as 

:ar as 1978, that we keep reopening and reopening and 

reopening. And we pay those bills. 

They may send a bill in and they haven't had 

i bill for five years. You still have to spend the same 

Lmount of time almost on those claims to process them. 

And you still have to go out for 

verification. You still have to make a determination. 

rou still have to examine them. So, it is very time 

:onsuming. 

And right now I would say that there are 

bout 220 of those supplemental claims in-house that are 

ipened on a continuous basis and some have been opened as 

tany as 20 times. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: Okay. I guess my 

lain concern was that they were not going to be 

'eimbursed, they were going to have to foot the bill for 

he therapy. 

There was no way that they could get any 

issistance on that. 

MS. McMANUS: I think that is something that 

ertainly we would be happy to work on. 
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REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: Okay. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: I thank you. 

representative Manderino? 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: I'm sorry. Ms. 

irosh, if, if it is possible, can you give me an estimate 

f what percentage of your claims would, in Lancaster, 

ould be Social Security claims under $100? 

MS. GROSH: I don't believe we have that 

tany. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Thank you. 

MS. McMANUS: May I make one more comment 

egarding your question of the time limit. 

The average time limit for most of our 

laims is 36.6 weeks, so there are claims right now — 

here are about 22 claims that are a year or older. 

And those I am sure are the more complex 

ersonal injuries claims that we have a difficult time 

1th. But that is the average. There are claims that 

ake longer and we do not dispute that fact. 

But we also, I think, gave testimony as to 

he reason why and what is involved with that. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: Just a couple other 

uestions that came to me. 

With regard to the dunning letters you were 

alking about, Ms. Grosh? 
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MS. GROSH: Yes. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: You tell all these 

providers they are going to have to wait. They know that 

head of time, and yet some of them continuously send out 

hese computer-generated letters? 

MS. GROSH: Yes. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: Is there any way 

hat you can let them know that you will stop using them 

r Is that not a viable alternative? 

MS. GROSH: Absolutely not. We get Involved 

lways after the fact, so the bills have been Incurred 

ong before we have any part In the process. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: They have already 

one to these providers. 

MS. GROSH: Yes, generally on an 

mergency-type basis following a crime Incident. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: Okay. I note, you 

now, In Cumberland County the Crime Victim Witness Office 

ometlmes gets Involved fairly close to the time of the 

rime, although that Is not always possible. 

I don't know If It Is possible for you to 

tear people In the right direction If they haven't sought 

herapy. 

If the victim maybe hasn't felt the need for 

herapy, even If It Is there, maybe the rape counselors 
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aven't Impressed upon them the need to get therapy, but 

t least you could stear them away from the people that 

re going to be more concerned about their bill than 

nythlng else. 

MS. GROSH: This is not generally the case 

ith therapists because we have generated a pool of 

herapists who understand the Crime Victim Compensation 

nd are acquainted with the amount of time they will have 

o wait. 

This is the case with emergency hospitals, 

octors, radiologists, et cetera. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: And I'm familiar 

ith that. They just like to send those 

omputer-generated letters out. It doesn't matter, every 

onth. 

MS. GROSH: Absolutely. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Thank you. 

Just to continue along Representative 

asland's question. 

On those — because I was concerned about 

hose letters and what kind of impact or effect it may 

ave on the victims. 

And I can understand that maybe a larger 

usiness, maybe it's just something that is done by 

omeone else or within the red tape. 
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If, if — would it help any if you told the 

rictims to give the letters to you? 

MS. 6R0SH: We do receive a great number of 

he letters generated by our service provider letters sent 

:o the service providers following the filing of the 

:laim. 

Some letters then are simply directed to us 

'ollowing that. We throw them away with no emotional 

lonsequences. 

However, for the victims themselves in most 

:ases, the provider feels strongly that the debt is 

heir's, which, of course, it is, and that whatever excuse 

hey may offer or justification they may offer for not 

taving paid this, is just not consequential enough for 

hem to stop. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: But I also understand that 

hey eventually get paid and they get paid the full 

mount? 

MS. GROSH: Yes, they do. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: But there are still some 

omplaining about the length of time? 

MS. GROSH: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Obviously, they are not in 

ur state system in terms of reimbursements. 

(Laughter.) 
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MS. GROSH: Or maybe they are and they are 

ired of waiting for their money. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. You had also said 

omething about the fact that you thought that more 

taffing would help in terms of the filing of claims? 

MS. GROSH: In terms of verification. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. And that process is 

aking too long. And when you say, staffing, are you 

alking about staffing within your office or staffing 

ithin — 

MS. GROSH: I'm talking about staffing 

Ithin the Crime Victims Compensation Board. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Okay. 

MS. MILOHOV: No more questions. 

MS. MARSCHIK: No questions. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Thank you very 

uch. 

Now we are going to hear from the Deputy 

ommissioner — 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: Chief Inspector. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: See, the deal is I know. 

>ut, anyway, I know you don't mind the promotion. 

I just want to commend you for coming and 

lso I want to acknowledge the fact that I worked with you 

n the Police Department. Not under your direct command, 
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>ut always under your observation. 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: And as the Inspector 

>£ South Police Division I did have the pleasure of 

Forking with you in some tough areas such as the 7-E 

Jistrict. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: That is correct. And, 

ilso, I think you are the one that really started the 

Victim/Witness or helped Initiate it in South 

Philadelphia, and I want to commend you for that and make 

lure that is part of the record, because I heard you had a 

.ot to do with that. Okay. 

And thanks for coming. Does Barbara need to 

:ome up, too? 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: If Barbara ~ 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Barbara, why don't you join 

is at the table? I always like our friends to join us. 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: I am Chief Inspector 

Id McLaughlin with the Philadelphia Police Department. 

jnd I am here today representing Commissioner Neil. And I 

rould like to explain to you why Crime Victim Compensation 

s important to the Philadelphia Police Department. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay, can you hold on a 

ilnute so we can get Barbara to identify herself for the 

ecord to let the Commissioner know that she was here. 

MS. MCPHERSON: Barbara McPherson, Victims 
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kssistance Program from the Philadelphia Police 

lepartment. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: And you attend the 

tee tings? 

MS. MCPHERSON: Yes, I coordinate the 

teetings of the Victims Officers. We have 46 in the 

olice Department. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Thank you. 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: Back in -- I would 

ike to put this in the context of why Crime Victim 

!ompensation is important to Police. 

Back in 1986, we initiated a, what amounts 

o a cultural change, in the way we think about ourselves 

nd the way we think about the service that we provide. 

I would briefly say that a way to describe 

hat cultural change is one from crisis oriented and 

eactionary to pro-active and problem solving. 

So that problem solving brought us into 

leighborhoods in much closer contact. We started to 

ealize that although we used to sell the fact that we 

ould solve all the crime problems for people, we came to 

ealize as an organization that that would not be, that we 

ere incorrect in even believing that we could provide 

hat type of service. 

And that the real solutions would come from 
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he neighborhood and those people In the neighborhood who 

rould come out and become Involved In the solution, would 

ictually use the police as a resource for solving their 

iwn problems. 

And that gets to victimization and the fact 

hat when we would get Into these neighborhoods we would 

ee, especially the neighborhoods that are plagued with 

ilgher levels of crime and victimization, we would see 

>eople demoralized. 

And one of the Issues of bringing a 

elghborhood back Is empowering people. Giving people 

ome sense of hope for the future. 

And we had no mechanism In the Police 

epartment to do that. We would try to solve the crime 

roblems. We would try to work with them. 

But I think that there Is the Issue of 

aklng the victim whole. And that Is where the Crime 

Ictlm Compensation comes In. 

In 1987, the Philadelphia Police Department 

as starting to get a hint about our responsibilities to 

lctlmlzatlon. And through the assistance of the National 

rganlzatlon of Black Law Enforcement Executives, started 

he Victims Assistance Program. 

So that we now have Crime Victim Assistance 

ffleers In each of our 23 police districts. And those 
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ffleers are trained to help the victim fill out those 

rime Victim Compensation claim forms. Basically that is 

hy this is so important to us. 

I think that Commissioner Tucker, 

ommissloner Willie Williams and now Commissioner Richard 

ell have all signalled by the fact that they have kept 

hose officers in place in these tough times of resources 

or all of us. 

These three Police Commissioners have 

ecognized the importance of having those officers in 

lace and having people out there in the field helping 

ith the Crime Victim Compensation claims and also 

etworking those victims with the area Crime Victim or the 

rea Victim Service agencies, which have developed, 

hankfully, in each police division in the city. 

And we are starting to get a sense that 

here is a net developing kind of under the victims. 

omething that catch them when they fall. 

And one of the things that I have recognized 

n this is the length of time that it takes for a victim 

o get compensation is critical to that feeling of being 

hole, the feeling that they are empowered to become 

nvolved in the solutions for the conditions in their 

eighborhoods. 

So I would submit to you that for whatever 
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rou could do to speed up that process of speedy 

:ompensation, it does bear on the ability of, for us, to 

ret this victim back into the mainstream of solutions in 

he neighborhoods. 

Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Thank you. Barbara, do you 

iave anything to add? 

MS. MCPHERSON: I would like to add the fact 

hat Crime Victims Compensation has been a real gift to 

he street officers because it gives them something to 

ell the victim when they have to encounter someone. 

Many officers become frustrated because call 

fter call after call they hear the problems of the 

ictims. 

But now they can refer them to our own 

ictims Assistance offices and the Victim Assistance 

gencies in the neighborhoods and they feel there is 

omething I can do immediately. 

That many of them are shocked when they 

earn that it takes a year for these people to be 

ompensated. And they have no way of relaying that to the 

ictim, that your pain will be eased, but you have to 

ait. 

So for the police officers' enthusiasm and 

otivation, I think it is very important that something be 
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lone to speed up the process for the victim and the 

>f fleer. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Representative 

[anderino? 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Thank you, Mr. 

lhairman. 

Just a quick question. I didn't realize 

hat there was something in the Police Department separate 

rom the various regional victim services that we have in 

hiladelphia County. 

How do you guys work together? Do you refer 

eople to them? Do you handle little things? And if it 

s too big, give it to them, et cetera. 

MS. MCPHERSON: Fortunately, in 

hiladelphia, we have a wonderful Victims Service network, 

he assisting of the DA's Office, the community-based 

ictim Service agencies. 

Our 23 Victim Assistance Officers have been 

ntensely trained in victimization matters. They are, as 

ou can well imagine, the victims are with us initially. 

The Detective Division refers them to us, 

he street officers refer victims to us. The officers 

hen walk through with the victim. CVC, any kind of 

sychological counseling they may need. Anything. 

If they need a report, transportation, 
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whatever, these officers have the flexibility in their 

ichedules to provide it or at least find it for them. 

Our mandate is to do whatever we can to ease 

he trauma of the victim. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Okay. Are you 

loing it more through the criminal, you know, while they 

ire going through the criminal procedure? 

At what point do they leave you and go to 

he other agencies? Or don't they necessarily do that? 

MS. MCPHERSON: We refer them initially, 

tecause we are the initial, the frontline, we refer them 

o all of the others, if asked. If that is feasible. 

And then we do not very much deal with the 

:ourt process. So if there is a defendant, then it goes 

nto the DA's Office Victim Program. 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: I would just like to 

dd to that, that our Victim Assistance Officers also fit 

nto an ongoing service even after the victim gets into 

he Victim Assistance and into the court system, into the 

A's Victim Assistance. 

There is a neighborhood life that goes on. 

nd that Victim Officer stays in contact to make sure 

here are no threats. To make sure that if that occurs, 

hat, that the person knows how to handle that. 

So that it is kind of a full-service thing. 
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REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Representative Masland? 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: Again, I come from 

i relatively small county, Cumberland. We have had Crime 

Victim Witness Assistants through the DA's Office for 

lometime, but I can see it is a great idea in Philadelphia 

md probably some other larger departments to actually 

lave officers who can be the frontline, as Barbara was 

laying. 

And instead of having to wait to see Pamela 

.n the DA's Office, they then can see someone sooner who 

tight refer them initially. 

And that is probably something we can work 

»n to provide some incentive for maybe some larger forces 

.n the Borough to have them if not maybe some of the small 

townships. 

It might not be feasible, but certainly to 

Lave more than — just in Cumberland County we have two 

>eople and they are up at the DA's Office. So I commend 

rou on that. 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: Thank you. We have 

issisted other police departments in thinking that victim 

lervice through. 

We have had visits from other major police 

lepartments. Barbara has shown some people around her 
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ystem. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Thank you. I, 

:ol lowing along on the same line, when we had the 

iversight hearings, and I just want to reiterate with 

lhairman Caltagirone; who after, you know, in oversight 

tearings, after observations, feel that we needed to 

•eally go further into that. 

He okayed for me to go ahead and to have 

urther hearings because he thought it was important in 

erms of us bringing out the services and the need to 

mprove those services to the victims. 

So I just want to make sure that is on the 

ecord. 

And the other thing was the State Police, in 

erms of, like in towns as Representative Masland talked 

bout, when the police departments can't do it. 

I think that is something that, and in 

peaking with State Police officers, they say they have 

tarted it. 

I just don't think it is intensive enough 

nd ongoing enough. And I think hopefully that they are 

oing to lead towards dealing with that. 

Because I think, and let me ask you this in 

question form. And knowing, of course, being a police 

fficer, too, and the problems on the street before this 
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appened, now that the police officers are able to tell 

he citizens about this, have, have that helped in terms 

f the partnership and the community police? 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: Exactly. That gets 

ack to my idea that I was trying to convey here about the 

artnership that we develop in the neighborhood, the way 

hat people become empowered to work. 

It is tough to get people out onto the 

treet in some of our neighborhoods. And empowerment, 

ope, being able to network with other people, sharing of 

alues between other people. That is the kind of stuff of 

hole neighborhoods. 

And making the victim whole is part of that 

rocess. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Just so I can make 

ure that we have the picture clear for the record, is 

hat you have 23 police districts and that is broken up 

nto nine divisions? 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: Nine divisions. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. And each division 

ave a Victim/Witness Service Center or area? 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: We don't have one in 

very division yet. I think we are missing one in West 

hiladelphia. West Philadelphia is the only place. And 

e are working on that. 
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We just opened one in East Division, which 

s probably our highest level of victimization in the 

:ity. The East Division. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: East? 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: Yes, what the press 

alls the Bad Lands. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. I was thinking of 

tortheast. 

(Laughter.) 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Right. Okay. So 

he Victim Witness Officer, when they, when the officer 

omes in, they refer them to the Victim Witness Office and 

he Victim Witness Officer would then follow up with the 

itness and then the Victim/Witness Officer refers them to 

he, what? 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: Whoever. I mean, 

here are different — if it is domestic violence, you 

now, if there is some referral, like, the Victim Officers 

et a wide range of referrals. 

They are becoming known as a resource for 

he 911 officers. If the 911 officer gets to go into a 

ouse, for example, at 3:00 in the morning, well, there is 

o, there is very little victim assistance at that time in 

he morning. 

But now that officer has a way to refer 
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whatever, whatever he or she thinks is going on there, 

>ack to the Victim Officers. 

So it is recognizing that there is a crime 

>eing committed against someone, if it is 

lomestic-violence related, we have a channel for that. 

Each detective division in the city now has 

i Domestic Violence Response Team comprised of a detective 

ind one or two police officers who do nothing but focus on 

lomestic violence. 

And that goes to our realization that the 

tchools are not the answer to solving the violence 

iroblems with the children. 

We have to get into the homes. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: That's true. 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: And that is all part 

if our recognition of victimization as being one of the 

oot causes of crime. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: You just raised another 

[uestion for me. And I'm glad to hear that, that you have 

i domestic violence response team. 

Do we have female officers on each one of 

hose teams? 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: Yes, we do. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: That is good. 

The other thing what I was trying to find 
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tut, is how does the Victim Witness Officer get to refer 

:he victim to the Victim Witness Program? 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: Well, they work with 

hose programs and I mean, it is just, it is a phone 

all. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: So let's say, for example, 

f it is domestic violence would they still refer them to 

he Victim Witness Program or just refer them to domestic 

iolence, whoever handles domestic violence. 

MS. MCPHERSON: To the Domestic Violence 

xogram, if it is appropriate for that. 

But let me mention that community groups 

efer to the police officer as well. There are things 

hat we do better and easier than they can. 

So it is a reciprocal thing. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: So, for example, I had a 

onstituent last week, an older person. His home was 

urglarlzed. He lived by himself and he had to go down to 

he Division to testify. And he was afraid. 

And we called the — we called the Victim 

itness Officer and it was my understanding that that 

fficer escorted that person to court. 

That is one of the services that you do? 

nd that helps in terms of prosecution? 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: We can't do that all 
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:he time, but if it is appropriate, we do provide that 

tervice. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. All right. That is 

rood. Okay. Any questions? 

MS. MILOHOV: Marianne, could you reiterate, 

>lease, what the percentage of claims you get from 

Philadelphia is? 

MS. McMANUS: I would estimate that it is 

tear 50 percent. At one point it was 49, I would say that 

re are closer to 50 now. 

MS. MILOHOV: I know one of the things that 

Las been brought up several times is having two offices or 

ust a regional office for Philadelphia alone, so that 

here could be hearings, if need be, right there in 

'hiladelphia, rather than picking up your staff and going 

here. 

Or how you do it now, is have them come up 

lere. 

Would it at all be feasible and workable to 

Lave an administrative office here in Harrisburg that 

iversees a field office in Philadelphia? Since you do 

Lave such large volume from that area? 

MS. McMANUS: Well, as you know, there was a 

'hiladelphia Office several years ago. Due to fiscal 

estraints and because it really was not being utilized 
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.hat much, and I had looked at statistics of how many 

>eople they had actually serviced within any given period 

>f time, like had come in the office, all the verification 

ras done in the Harrisburg office. 

Claims were being taken out of the office 

ind transported to the Philadelphia office to be reviewed 

md so forth. 

It was not feasible. We consolidated it. 

re brought the position to Harrisburg. And it seems to be 

rorking quite well. 

I would add one thing as far as the length 

if time that is involved in the claims, and try to address 

hat if I may at this time. 

It is taking us anywhere from three to four 

lonths, according to my staff, to get homicide reports 

rom Philadelphia. 

So that means before we can start working on 

he claim, four months has passed, so that is one area 

here the timeframe comes in for that particular claim. 

If, if, you know, anyone can help us or help 

y staff work on that situation to expedite that process, 

ou know, we would be happy to do anything that we can to 

et them faster, knowing that it certainly is going to 

ave to come from the other end. 

Addressing also the issue of having hearings 
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n Philadelphia and so forth, we looked into that as far 

s the cost factor. And for each hearing it would cost 

pproximately $3,000. That is not addressing the issue of 

aving the office in Philadelphia. That is for a court 

tenographer, transportation, et cetera. 

We just could not handle that 

dministratively with our budget. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Excuse me. When you talk 

bout a hearing in Philadelphia, are you talking about for 

he victim? 

MS. MILOHOV: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Because they were 

omplaining about having to travel to Harrisburg. 

And you are saying that it is going to cost, 

f you was to go to Philly and it would cost $3,000 per 

earing? 

MS. McMANUS: We are looking at the cost of 

etting the room, having the court stenographer, 

ransporting a staff and board members for the hearing. 

And the estimate was anywhere between $2,000 

nd $3,000. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Mr. Chairman? 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Go ahead. Representative 

anderino? 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: That is assuming 
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me hearing per day; is that correct? 

MS. McMANUS: Well, there is a very hard 

iroblem with bunching hearings. 

We have hearings in Harrisburg right now 

here we try to have maybe two or three in a day. And it 

s not always feasible. 

We get lawyers that call us and tell us they 

ave a court case and can't come. We have already engaged 

he room, the stenographer, et cetera. So it is a 

ifficult problem. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: I mean, I am 

earing what you are saying, but I am also sitting here, 

aying, we have a state office building in Philadelphia, 

sn't there an arrangement we can make? 

We do visiting days of the Capital. 

ouldn't we have a one day a month that is a Philadelphia 

ay or something like that? 

I mean, it seems to me that there is a 

ittle bit more room and ways that things could be done to 

ake that maybe more economically feasible. And maybe 

hose should be examined. 

MS. McMANUS: And we would be glad to look 

nto that. 

MS. MILOHOV: I have one more question. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: I'm sorry, Galina? 
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MS. MILOHOV: Another thing that your 

testimony brought up for me was the fact that maybe it 

rould be appropriate to ask the victim facilitation 

officers, I forget what their correct title is, to also 

lot only help the victim through the process, but to make 

ture all the paperwork is forwarded to you in a more, a 

ihorter timeframe. 

MS. McMANUS: They try very hard to 

Lccommodate us in that manner. 

MS. MILOHOV: Okay. Good. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. All right. Yes, 

lecause I think, Representative Manderino, I think that 

hat with 50 percent of the claims coming from 

hiladelphia, we definitely should be able to, you know, 

e talk about helping victims, and trying to make it 

asier for them. 

If we could do something in terms of having 

earings there. Because I know we have meetings at the 

tate Building and what do they call it, the penthouse 

uite? 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: They always find 

room for us. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: So we could definitely get 

hat. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: The Workers 
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Compensation hearing room. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: I think that can be done. 

le just need to and, hopefully, we will follow up on how 

re can do that, with the help from the Mayor and the DA's 

>ffice, and maybe that would increase participation. 

MS. McMANUS: Well, you know, they have a 

(tep before that, which is a reconsideration. 

So the hearing is really like a third step 

n the whole process. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. 

MS. McMANUS: They can ask for a 

reconsideration even without a hearing, which means any 

ither documentation evidence that they send in will be 

ixamined. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: We will follow up on than 

n terms of helping more victims. 

Any more questions? 

MS. MILOHOV: Yes. I wanted to know one 

tore thing about the police service. 

Are all of the police officers aware that 

hey have a Victim Services Officer on staff that they can 

[O to for help or referral? 

And, secondly, are all the officers trained 

n sensitivity for victims? 

MS. MCPHERSON: All of the Victim Assistance 
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officers address road calls continuously on highlighted 

victimization matters. And retraining and reiterating 

lensitivity and, et cetera. 

In addition to that, our Police Academy 

xains all officers in sensitivity. 

MS. MILOHOV: Okay. And they are aware that 

hey can refer to your office? 

MS. MCPHERSON: Yes, all field officers are 

ware that the Commissioner issued a directive when the 

irogram was initiated which informed everyone, and they 

tave daily contact with the street officers, which is one 

if the advantages, is that the Victims Assistance Officers 

re street officers. 

These were their coworkers before they 

ecame specialists. So the relationship works very well 

or us. 

MS. MILOHOV: I see. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: One question that I would 

ike you to answer, Chief. 

What problem, what is the worst thing you 

ee in terms of this? The Victim Witness Officers and 

heir help and how maybe we could improve. 

I know you already said about speeding up 

he claims. But is there anything else that you can see 

hat is real bad? 
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INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: Well, as far as the 

lystem, I'm not, I know that from my perspective the 

olume of work that we have and the fact that we are 

etting, every day, more sensitive to the Issues of 

ictimization In the neighborhoods, makes me concerned 

bout that volume again. 

I just hope that we are able to function 

ffectlvely ourselves. 

And I'm not aware. Maybe Barbara Is aware 

f anything else that Is a major problem. 

MS. MCPHERSON: No, but I think as we all 

ecome more concerned about victimization and helping the 

rime victim, that our requests are going to Increase. 

And I think you are raising the expectations 

n both law enforcement and the victims If we don't honor 

hose as quickly as possible. 

So I think that probably is the crux of the 

roblem. 

The fact that CVC exists is a godsend, I 

hink, to everyone. But we need to be able to live up to 

hat is expected with a system like that. 

CHAIRMAN JAM3S: All right. Well, thank you 

o much. And I appreciate your testimony and the good 

ork that you have done in this regard. And we look 

orward to you being Deputy Commissioner. 
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INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: Thank you for the 

»pportunity to be here. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Next we have Gene Frasier. 

MR. FRASIER: Good morning. My name is 

iugene Douglas Frasier and I am the Executive Director of 

he North Central Victim Services Program in 

•hiladelphia. 

It is my duty and responsibility as an 

idvocate and spokesperson for victims and witnesses, that 

convey to you shortcomings and inefficiencies in 

lelivering to them quality and effective service. 

My attendance today compels me to testify on 

•ehalf of the underrepresented victims and witnesses that 
I 
i 

he criminal justice system depends on to facilitate 

rosecution. 

My comments will be targeted to the area of 

rime Victims Compensation claims processing. The average 

ength of time it takes for the CVC board to process a 

laim for medical expenses is nine months to a year. 

For senior citizens' compensation claims for 

oss of Social Security or pension checks, it takes six 

tonths or longer. This iiordinant amount of time causes 

xtreme hardship and aggravation to senior citizens who 

lready have been taken advantage of. 

It would help if a system could be developed 
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:o accelerate the claims of senior citizens. 

Here is an example of the aggravation of 

tenior citizens that sometimes are subjected to the 

.diosyncratic behavior of the CVC Board. 

And elderly victim in North Philadelphia was 

robbed in her home in the early morning around 3:00 a.m., 

ler money and valuables were taken. On her dresser were 

ter glasses that were taken. They were not on her 

>erson. The CVC Board refused to pay for the eye glasses 

>ecause they were not on the victim. 

It seems to me that the CVC Board could 

lisplay more consideration especially to senior citizens. 

Also, the CVC Board has delayed claims for 

rhat appears to be arbitrary and capricious motives. 

In cases when all the information has been 

irovided by our program, there have been delays of claims 

tecause the police report reflected the name to be Jimmy, 

he CVC Board has called the Philadelphia Police 

•epartment and maybe the name was reflected to be Timmy. 

And for that reason, there has been a 

remendous delay in processing the claim. 

I would like to add that the North Central 

ictims Services program is in the heart of North 

hiladelphia. 

The credibility of our program is tied to 
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LOW fast we can get claims processed. Especially for 

lenior citizens. 

And this is important because the average 

lenior citizen in Philadelphia that receives Social 

Security benefits receive $200 to $300 a month. 

When they are robbed and that money is lost 

nd we attempt to recover it for them, that is the only 

hing they have to live on for one month. 

Any unnecessary delay causes us to advocate 

or them to go to their churches to ask for food and 

upport to tide them over. 

It seems to ne that this Board could show 

ome consideration for the people that the very program 

as created to help. 

For senior citizens to have to wait for an 

nordinary nature amount of time to get $200, $300 

eimbursement when we have provided all of the 

nformation, it is ridiculous. 

The Chairman of my Board, Reverend Jerome 

looper, asked me to convey to you that he does not want to 

[et involved in this process, but it appears to him that 

here is insensitivity a M a lack of caring for victims. 

I would like to urge you to do whatever you 

an, because it seems that: black folk have spent all their 

ife waiting. We seem to have spent all of our time 
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raiting. 

And when people come to our program and they 

lave to wait, it compromises the credibility of the 

>rogram. 

We now have people that are starting, again, 

n North Philadelphia, there is some suspicion of the 

tystem, quote, unquote. 

And when we encourage them to come, we can 

telp you. And it takes a year or longer, it compromises 

:he credibility of our program. 

We have addressed this issue before, 

.ocally, with my colleagues in Philadelphia. I would hope 

his time we can get it right. 

It seems to me that this is a problem that 

:ontinues to come up over and over again. I would hope 

oday that we can leave and I can take back some hope to 

he people that I service. 

Thank you very much. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Have you ever used the 

mergency services? Whatever the service is called, where 

ou can get money quicker than the normal process? 

Excuse me, what is that service called? 

MS. McMANUS: Emergency award. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Emergency award? Have you 

ver tried that? 
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MR. FRASIER: We have tried every service 

ind we have not been successful in getting money to 

victims. 

We have had to go to churches in the 

:ommunity to ask for donations to tide victims over. 

CHAIRMAN JAI42S: Thank you. Representative 

lander ino? 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Thank you, Mr. 

Ihairman. 

Mr. Frasier, can you give me a ballpark 

tstimate of within North -antral Victims services, what 

•ercentage of your claims are for Social Security and what 

lercentage of those are fo:: claims under $100? 

MR. FRASIER: Under $100, none. I am sure. 

Ad I have said to my people that we can provide the 

Ictims with help if it is under $100. 

More than 50 percent of our claims are 

ocial Security. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Okay. So if they 

re small claims and you are providing them with 

ssistance otherwise, how are you getting it? 

Are you going to community-based 

rganizations and churches? 

MR. FRASIER* Churches, churches in the 

ommunity. 
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In the African American community most of 

»ur people are connected with a church. And we contact 

:he pastor. The church will support that victim. And if 

t is a small amount of money we can help them with that. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: I guess my second 

[uestion is for Ms. McManus. 

Mr. Frasier, by way of example, used an 

ncident where, you know, he was talking about a claim 

hat there was confusion because of maybe the name or 

omething like that. 

And I know that one of your points that you 

aised is a problem that has to do with auditing or the 

mount of auditing. 

Do you see those two things as connected? 

>o you see that, obviously, I'm assuming that the example 

r. Frasier gave is something that happens sometimes with 

aybe an extraordinary care to making sure that every "i" 

s dotted and every "t" is crossed. 

Is that, is that a function of how you are 

udited? What is that a function of? 
i 

And is part of your recommendations with 

egard to changes, with auditing, something that can 

lleviate or speed up misunderstandings or discrepancies 

ike that? 

MS. McMANUS: Well, I think when you look at 
i 

i 
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:he volume of claims that we receive, and you look at the 

Lumber of claims with same names that we get, we have to 

»e extremely careful that we have got the right police 

report and that we are compensating the right claim. 

I am not saying that did not happen, and I 

im sure that my staff that is here could probably speak to 

hat better than I can. 

But they are very, very careful. And I 

hink that is one of the very reasons that we have very, 

ery few requests for reconsideration or hearings. 

I mean, we do make every effort to try and 

e as thorough as possible up front so that we don't run 

nto a problem at the end. 

The other issue that he has brought up about 

t taking so long for Social Security claims, I think 

here are several points to be 'addressed. 

Number one. Pennsylvania is extremely 

ortunate that they have Social Security reimbursement. 

e are the only state that compensates for Social Security 

laims. Number one. 

Secondly, the emergency awards that come in 

re immediately referred to a Board member upon receiving 

hem. 

And we can write a check the very day if 

ecessary from our advancement account. And we do not 
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ilways wait for a police report. We may have to because 

'e verify in the same manner. It depends. 

So there are several avenues available that 

would encourage him to take advantage of, if there is a 

eal need. 

Now, I would also say that every request for 

in emergency award is not honored. We have to make a 

letermination also that undue hardship would exist if this 

as not immediately paid. 

And if it is going to a provider, the 

nances are, I mean, we would not pay it. It has to be 

or the person himself as an out-of-pocket loss. 

We do not also have any minimum loss 

eguirements for those people over 60. 

So, you know, I think there are several 

reas to be addressed here and to be cognizant of. 

I think we do have a sensitivity but we also 

ave to realize that while Social Security claims, and it 

as something that we were criticized for in taking Social 

ecurity claims above every other claim, because they were 

impler, because they did have the information there. 

It is the contention that everybody is 

ligible that is there. I mean, if the determination has 

lready been made and that you don't take someone above 

omebody else unless there is a real need. 
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That you try to process them according to 

ow they are received. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Okay. Two 

uestions. 

The first one, do you have a list of 

riteria for what constitutes an emergency? And what are 

hey? 

MS. McMANUS: Well, the list, I mean, as far 

s having criteria for an emergency, each claim is 

xamined on an individual basis, and they give the 

xplanation for why they need the emergency award and then 

he determination is made. 

And there is — I would say that there are 

ery, very few that we have turned down, however, we have 

n some instances done that. 

And most of the time it is because it is due 

o a provider. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: My second 

uestion is, I have been asking and will continue to ask 

ach of the various providers what percent of their Social 

ecurity claims are under $100. And so far the answer has 

een not many. 

But what percentage, when they all come in 

o your office, would you estimate you are spending time 

nd staff on claims under $100? 
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MS. McMANUS: Off the top of my head, I 

eally don't have a percentage for that. 

VOICE: I would say approximately 20 

ercent. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: 20 percent of all 

ilalms or all claims on Social Security? 

VOICE: All claims on Social Security. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: And what 

ercentage of all claims are Social Security? 

Did you tell me 50 percent? 

VOICE: No, 50 percent of the claims are 

oming in from Philadelphia. 

MR. FRASIER: No, ma'am, the North Central 

ictimization Program. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: No, into the 

rime compensation. You are saying 20 percent of your 

ocial Security claims are for under $10 approximately. 

And then my next question is what percentage 

f total claims are Social Security claims? 

VOICE: 25 percent. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: So we are talking 

bout 20 percent of 25 percent, which is probably 5 

ercent. 

So 5 percent of all total claims that you 

re talking about are claims for Social Security under 
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100? Okay. 

I guess my last question then you probably 

mswered this, Ms. McManus, when you appeared before us 

ind so I know I am asking a repetitive question. 

How many staff people do you have that are 

landllng these claims and what Is their average caseload 

»r claim load or whatever? 

MS. McMANUS: We have a complement of 14. 

hat Includes the three Board members and the attorney, 

ho we are minus right now. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: But the people 

ho do day-to-day gathering all the Information to give It 

o you? 

MS. McMANUS: Seven. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Seven? 

MS. McMANUS: Yes. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Do they have a 

ot of personal contact with the people making the claim 

r Is It all paperwork back and forth? 

MS. McMANUS: No, they have a lot of phone 

ontact with Victim Service agencies, police, providers, 

nd the claimant themselves. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Okay. Thank 

ou. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Thank you. Representative 
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[as land? 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: I really, to move 

hings along, don't have any questions. 

I was more Interested In the point/counter 

toint between Mr. Frasler and Ms. McManus, since he did 

aise some concerns. 

And I appreciate your answers, but I think 

•robably the bottom line Is, as with any agency, things 

an be done better. And I hope you can work on addressing 

lis concerns. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Yes. Thank you. And I 

ust want to reiterate that. 

But I just have one question because the 

oint about the eye glasses. I mean, if someone has a 

urglary, do you not compensate for things they lost in 

he burglary? 

MS. McMANUS: The legal opinion that we were 

iven — 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Whose? 

MS. MCMANUS: Our Chief Counsel's opinion 

rom the Crime Victims Compensation Board, is that the 

oss of the eye glasses is to be as a result of the 

njury, personal injury crime. 

So, therefore, if it is just taken, for 

nstance, if a car is stolen and your glasses are in there 
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ind it is gone, we do not compensate. If you were mugged, 

.£ the pocketbook was snatched from your shoulder, then 

hat we would compensate. 

MR. FRASIER: Now, I might add what we found 

n this case is that the — 

MS. McMANUS: That is the way the statute is 

xitten. 

MR. FRASIER: The assailant took the glasses 

md crushed them so the victim could not identify him. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: So it seems that that puts 

t in another perspective. 

MS. McMANUS: And was that information given 

o the Board? 

MR. FRASIER: That information was 

ubmitted. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: See, I would think like in 

hat case that fits into what you just said. 

MS. McMANUS: Well, and I don't know the 

ircumstances. And I would be happy to discuss that with 

hem. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. What Representative 

asland said is, maybe we are here — and we are not here 

o attack, we are here to try to help victims, all of us, 

nd this is the reason for the hearings. 

And so, and you seem to be taking it in that 
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ein and I appreciate that. 

Representative Manderino? 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Thank you. 

ictually, and I am saying this in jest, but my first 

eaction was to say get new legal counsel, I whispered. 

But you actually made a point, you actually 

tade a point that, and you referred to that, is how it is 

ritten in the statute. 

So my question is, if I am of the opinion 

hat something like, not obviously a TV, but something 

ike somebody's eye glasses, somebody's cane, something 

hat physically makes that person function, is part of 

hat has been lost, is there something if we, as lawmakers 

elieve that that is something that they should be 

ompensated, that we should be changing about how our own 

tatute is written? 

And if so, please enlighten us. 

MS. McMANUS: Well, that is a very good 

uestion. And I think it is something probably that you 

an look at as far as changing the statute. 

And then saying as a result, as a direct 

esult of the personal injury crime, and you may want to 

ust categorize it and say, if those are taken, they will 

ot be deemed as personal property, but we would pay for 

rosthetic devices, if it was a result of a personal 
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.njury crime. 

If they were hurt, et cetera, we would pay 

'or, you know. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Right. But right 

LOW if they weren't harmed individually, but their eye 

[lasses, prostheses or other medical devices that they 

leed to function as a person are missing, the way we have 

>ur law written now, you can't compensate? 

MS. McMANUS: We do not compensate. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Because you 

:an't, because of the law, that is the way the law was 

xitten? 

MS. McMANUS: That is the opinion that was 

iven to us. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Would you do us a 

avor and forward to our Subcommittee Chairman that legal 

pinion and the statute on which it was based, so we can 

ake a look at it. 

MS. McMANUS: Sure. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Okay. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Thank you. Thank you and 

hanks for the exchange. 

VOICE: May I say one thing about addressing 

he Social Security claims. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Who are you? 
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MS. MUSA: Darby Musa, M-U-S-A. 

kdministrative Officer for the Board. 

Our advancement account right now we have a 

imit of about $1,000 on our advancement account. And an 

imergency award can be made up to $1,000 on that account. 

One thing we would try to look into is maybe 

aising the limit on the advancement account so we can 

ddress Social Security claims as soon as they come into 

he office. 

We can write a check and get it out much 

iiicker than if we have to wait and let it go through the 

hole claims process. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Is that part of statute, 

oo? 

MS. McMANUS: No. The advancement account 

as something that we pushed for. We asked for $50,000. 

e got an advancement and this was back in 1988, I 

elieve. 

We asked for $50,000. We got $5,000. You 

an imagine the paperwork alone that is involved in 

etting that replenished just to address, you know, the 

laims. 

If we get that increased, we would also need 

o have people that can take care of, you know, just 

riting claims from that. 
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I mean, it is work. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Representative 

landerino? 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: No. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Thanks. 

And now we are going to hear from the other 

ritnesses. That would be Debra Spungen. 

MS. ADELEYE: This is not Debra Spungen. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: I didn't think so. 

MS. ADELEYE: I am her assistant. Good 

lorning, my name is Kemi Adeleye and I am the Program 

director of Families of Murder Victims, also known as 

•MV. 

FMV is a non-profit victim advocacy group 

hat services survivors of homicide victims in 

Philadelphia. 

One of FMV's primary services is assisting 

ilients in applying for Crime Victim Compensation. This 

issistance is provided through aiding in the completion 

ind filing of CVC forms as well as monitoring the 

>rocessing and dispositions of claims. 

Our office is the main agency that assists 

n filing the largest number of death claims each year. 

In the year of 1991-1992, FMV filed an 

stimate of 50 percent of the 300 processed death claims 
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eported by the Crime Victims Compensation Board. 

FMV recognizes and commends the good work of 

he Crime Victims Compensation Board. The organization 

as done wonderful deeds that our office would like to see 

ontinue and improve. 

Hence, FMV would like to address some areas 

f concern regarding death claims: 

I. Emergency fund. Although available 

under the Crime Victims Compensation Act, the fund 

has become impractical and less applicable to 

homicide cases. 

This is due to the Crime Victims 

Compensation's system of operation which does not 

allow for the emergency financial needs of homicide 

survivirs. 

These needs are usually immediate and in the 

form of monetary coverage of expenses incurred as a 

result of funeral service expenses. 

As a compromise, the Crime Victims 

Compensation Board should absorb the 

interest-bearing principal amount which accrues in 

certain homicide related expenses. 

For example, funeral expenses, et cetera. 

And the meantime, we would like to call for 

expedient processing of such claims. 
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II. Crime Victims Compensation form. The 

Crime Victims Compensation form has undergone 

tremendous revision and change. However, the form 

still lacks many pertinent areas of instruction 

pertaining to death claims. 

For example, information on the necessary 

documentation is usually unstated. 

Even though there is a general rule that 

applies to all Crime Victims Compensation claims, 

there are specific rules that are certain categories 

of crime. 

When we are dealing with homicide we have 

two specific rules that we have to actually relate 

to our clients which is one, that the victims that 

died must not been involved in any kind of illegal 

activities. 

The other eligible specific rule is that the 

victim that died must not have contributed to his or 

her own death. That is not stated on the form. 

And those two rules are a major determining 

factor whether a claim is going to be honored or 

not. 

We have a lot of claimants that file claims 

independently without using the assistance of our 

office. This creates complication in the procession 
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of the claim, because they are not aware of such 

rules. 

It is not stated anywhere where they can 

easily get that Information unless they know about 

our office and they seek our assistance. 

And therefore, in the long run, it delays 

the processing of the claim. 

In order to rectify this problem, FMV 

suggests devising a single detail oriented CVC form 

per type of claim. 

III. Crime Victims Compensation Denial 

Letters. The method employed by the CVC in 

informing claimants of the denial decisions on their 

claim is sometimes judgmental, at best. 

And I have two good examples of those. I 

brought two denial letters which our office received 

this year. One as recently as yesterday. 

The first one has to do with a homicide 

claim. Where the killing occurred when the victim 

was approached by two offenders who were attempting 

to steal drugs from him. When that attempt failed, 

they shot him. 

The Crime Victims Compensation denial letter 

stated on this claim, and I quote, "In this instance 

the victim was frequenting a place where drugs were 
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illegally bought, sold and consumed and was 

participating in illegal conduct (selling drugs.) 

He cannot be defined as an innocent victim. 

Drug dealing is inherently dangerous and 

anyone who does so assumes the risk of serious 

injurye or death." 

I believe we all know, we are all aware of 

the actuality of drugs and no one knows that better 

than a claimant who has just lost a loved one, such 

an epidemic. They do not need the direct, blunt 

letter, denial letter, from Crime Victims 

Compensation to rehash the tragedy that they are 

facing, they are facing or have just been faced. 

And just, in general, claimants get very 

upset when they get turned down by Crime Victims 

Compensation, especially the financially-needy 

claimants. 

That they also get more upset when they read 

such a statement that I just read. It makes 

claimant feel infuriated and they get greatly 

disappointed. And they feel that they are put at a 

defense and, in having to actually defend their 

loved ones. At a time when they are going through 

severe trauma. 

Claimants interpret statements as such as 
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being judgmental, opinionated and they feel that 

their denial is more of a justification of them for 

the acts of their loved ones rather than the mere 

violation of CVC policy. 

The second letter came into our office, like 

I said, earlier. As recently as yesterday. And the 

claimant on this, in this case was the mom of a 

victim who was very upset when one of my colleagues 

who I spoke to, just not only because she was 

denied, I mean, she was partially compensated and 

not fully compensated, but also because of the 

content of the letter. 

And I read, "In this case the victim went 

out looking for a fight and started one." 

Notwithstanding the conduct and poor judgment of the 

victim, I think just that phrase alone was what 

really upset her. That she felt that they were 

passing an opinion on behalf of a loved one. 

And she got very upset. And when my 

colleague that spoke to her, told her that I was 

coming in here to give testimony, she supported me 

in using this as an example to view that. 

The Crime Victims Compensation Board should 

employ non-inflammatory language and apply a more 

sensitive method of disclosing their rationale as to 
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why the claim has been denied. Rather than 

condoning the victim as one who is not innocent, the 

Board should simply make reference to the fact that 

the victim's actions were in violation of the Crime 

Victims Compensation policy. 

And I think that the way the denial letter 

is formatted, it usually states what the — what the 

rules are. And then it gives a little bit of a 

synopsis of the — a little bit of the facts of the 

evidence that violates their rule. 

And I think just reaffirming that with a 

statement that says, clearly, this is a violation of 

Crime Victims Compensation policy, would probably be 

sufficient enough and acceptable to Crime Victims 

claimants, rather than such inflammatory languages 

and sometimes such judgmental and opinionated 

statements that are being used. 

And I think sometimes with Crime Victims 

claimants, they are sometimes, when they get the 

letter, might not fully understand it entirely. 

So they will call our office. So that if we 

need to do that, we do that and reconfirm that they 

have been denied, and these are the reasons why. 

But they do get them more upset by the 

content of the letter. 
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My next point has to do with vehicular 

homicide and it has to do with the rule. The Crime 

Victims Compensation eligibility rule of intentional 

use of an automobile to inflict death is absurd and 

ought to be evaluated or eradicated. 

It is impossible to submit a vehicular 

homicide claim under the above rule. I have been 

with Crime Victims — murder victims — for about 

five years. And I think since I have been here 

under this rule, intentional use of an automobile to 

inflict death in order to qualify for vehicle 

homicide, I think we have only been able to submit a 

claim once. 

And there were a series of vehicle homicide 

cases that happen almost on a daily basis 

sometimes. 

Consequently, the bereaved family members 

victimized by this time of homicide are 

unrepresented claimants. 

IV. My next point has to do with funeral 

expenses. FMV would like to once again emphasize 

that the Crime Victims Compensation Board is behind 

the times in their $2,000 funeral expense cap. 

Based on FMV's experience, the average 

funeral cost ranges from $3,000 to $4,000 and up. 
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Therefore, there is a need to increase the amount of 

money allocated for funeral expenses. 

V. And, lastly, the life insurance 

allowance is my next, my last points. Considering 

the fact that most homicide survivors are 

financially strained, permitting claimants in death 

claims to benefit from an insurance allowance would 

make them better able to finance specific homicide 

related expenses that are not traditionally covered 

by Crime Victims Compensation Board. 

And what I mean by that, basically, is that 

there were times when family members would want to 

file for reimbursement for funeral expenses but 

because they were able to actually put out a minimum 

amount of life insurance, be it $5,000, and 

unfortunately the funeral expense falls either below 

that or falls parallel to that amount, they are 

totally denied in filing for Crime Victim 

Compensation for funeral expenses. 

And quite a lot of times the — they would 

not be qualified to file for loss of support for 

minor dependents of victims because there is no 

work history for the victims that died. And as a 

result of that, if there is no significant work 

history, Crime Victims does not run off a claim for 
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loss of support. 

Therefore, they are given an allowance of a 

certain amount of the life insurance amount that can 

always divert or deviate that money to cover loss of 

support. That it cannot put in under the Crime 

Victims compensation. 

In conclusion, FMV would like to see the 

iring of more competent claim verifiers who will aid in 

he smooth and timely operation of the program. 

That's it. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Thank you. 

epresentative Manderino? 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Thank you, Mr. 

hairman. In light of our schedule and the need for 

ppropriations to have the room at noon, maybe I will just 

ake a comment instead of asking questions. 

But I appreciate not delaying your testimony 

nd I think maybe from what you heard prior, that there 

ight be some work that the Legislature has to do. And 

hat, I mean, and that is part of what we are looking at. 

But remarks with regard to funeral costs as 

ell as with regard to the limits, the putting out of the 

mergency fund, might be a function not only of how things 

re done inside the Crime Board, but also the limitations 

hat have been put on them with regard to the amount of 
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noney they have in emergency fund. 

And so that maybe there is a lot of, for 

>oth of us to examine in that regard. And for pointing 

:hat out, I want to thank you. 

I guess my other concern is that without 

retting into a debate about the language used, I can see 

.t going either way. 

I could see more general letters that aren't 

ipecific enough as to the reason for a denial then being 

:hallenged by somebody who felt they didn't have enough 

nformation. 

And I think that is a balancing act that we 

ire, again, going to have to look at in terms of whether 

ou have given somebody enough information so that they 

eel you really looked at and understood their claim. 

But I think your point is, in terms of, if 

he policies about what is acceptable at the first 

nstance are more clear, you might eliminate claims where 

ieople think they might be entitled to compensation. 

Where if they knew what the rules were going 

nto it, they maybe wouldn't have filed the claim. 

Knowing that, just because, based on a 

'Olicy they would be denied. 

And so I appreciate your pointing that out 

s well. 
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CHAIRMAN JAMES: Thank you. We have been 

[ranted an extension if we need it, 12:30 or 12:45. 

Representative Masland? 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: Maybe I will ask 

tore questions. Seriously, there is at present one basic 

:orm that is use for any type of claim; is that the case? 

MS. McMANUS: There is a claim form with an 

nstructional sheet on the top and also a DUI 

tupplemental. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: In any event, Ms. 

Ldeleye, I think that your point is that there should be a 

leparate one just for murder victims or maybe a separate 

»ne — 

MS. ADELEYE: Per category of claims. Which 

teans a death claim, the stolen benefit claim, there is an 

njury claim. And I think there is fourth one, if I am 

:orrect. 

If we have one single form for each claim, I 

hink we will have enough room to put more specific 

uestions that relate to that type of claim or the type of 

rime. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: Okay. I don't know 

IOW feasible that is, but I imagine over the course of the 

ears you have changed your form a number of times. 

MS. McMANUS: We just revised our form again 
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md actually, I think It is very specific. And it says, 

.£ this does not apply, go to section 2. If this applies, 

rou know, fill this section. 

It is very explicit and we hope that, you 

:now. It is working. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: Well, I guess there 

s some disagreement there. And maybe you can, I will let 

'ou two hash that out separately. 

Another question I have is on the vehicle 

Lomicide rule. Is it my understanding that unless 

lomebody points that car at another person and runs them 

lown intentionally that there is no compensation? 

That if it is negligent or reckless or 

[rossly negligent there is no compensation? 

MS. McMANUS: That is correct. It must be 

n intentionally-inflicted automobile crime or a DUI 

irime. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: It has to be. So 

f it is DUI-related. 

MS. McMANUS: Right. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: But if it is just 

tomicide-related not DUI-related? 

MS. McMANUS: Yes. And that is based on a 

ourt case. And I think it might be Turner versus the 

ommonwealth. 
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REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: If you could find 

:hat and let us know, that would be Interesting to look at 

ilso. 

MS. McMANUS: Okay. Glad to. 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: That is all I have, 

:hank you. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. One question I 

lorgot to ask Chief McLaughlin, and I think Ms. McManus 

lad pointed out. 

I don't know if it was you or not, but there 

ras a problem with getting homicide reports. 

MS. McMANUS: Three to four months. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Could that be addressed? 

INSPECTOR MCLAUGHLIN: I had mentioned that 

: would work on that, but I guess maybe a month ago we 

istablished an Office for Family of Murder Victims right 

n the homicide unit. 

So maybe a combination of me looking into 

.hat and them being right there, will address that. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. And then I am going 

o go into terms — I'm sorry, I didn't want you to 

eave. But in questions, I just didn't want to forget 

hat. 

Now, I want to ask you, in regards to those 

etters that you used as an example, do you believe that 
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:hose people should have been awarded compensation? 

Based on the rules, as It Is now? 

MS. ADELEYE: Based on the reaction and the 

leed of my clients, I would say, a lot of them especially 

n drug cases, which a reasonable amount of homicides are, 

:eel that they are being, as I said, persecuted, because 

>f the action of their loved ones. 

And their comment usually Is, It Is not the 

Irug that killed them. It Is the fact that someone else 

;ook their life, and It Is a murder and a homicide. 

And they don't understand why drugs has to 

»e a big Issue. And they have to be denied based on a 

lomlclde claim or a murder case. That Is what they say. 

They don't think that It Is just a flat 

ssue denied. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: That Is their perspective. 

rhat Is your perspective? 

MS. ADELEYE: I agree with them to an 

txtent. 

I think sometimes — I agree with the 

ilients because we are talking about, we are penalizing 

hem on the Issue of drugs. 

But the victim Is, unfortunately, being 

aken away or has been killed. And they are left with the 

urden of the financial expense. And they are the ones 
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.hat are being punished. 

And I agree with them. And a lot of our 

:lients are financially needy. A lot of them, quite a 

Lumber of them don't ,even have the money to conduct a 

rarial. I 

They are calling us to assist them in 

retting their loved ones buried. And we have given them 

ill of these different directions like, okay, why don't 

rou turn to the specific group within your community? 

Why don't you get a collection within the 

'amily? 

And when they are able to scrap enough money 

o actually put a down payment to get a service, actually, 

o get a service for burial, then they are left with the 

est of the burden of having to find a way of completing 

ir actually paying the rest of the money. 

And sometimes some of them have to get 

oans. Sometimes some of them have to use their welfare 

hecks. Sometimes some of them, is trying difficult means 

if getting money. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: We don't, there is not 

nough money now to pay victims of crime. So there are 

ome rules and regulations put in there. 

For example, people that are engaged in 

rime, say, for example, a bank robber goes in there and 
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robs a bank and he gets killed. 

We cannot, you know, we don't want to say 

:hat we are going to pay him as a victim under the Crime 

Victims Act. 

So, therefore, of course, the families, the 

Loved ones, are not involved in that. 

So there has to be some measure. 

So what I am concerned about is the 

>rganization, making sure that they let the people know or 

:he families of these, or people that want to make claims 

:now, that there is a possibility they may not be able to 

ret their award. 

So that way we don't raise the frustration 

evel of certain people. 

Now, I do know and that your organization 

ras very helpful to my family in my tragedies, that they, 

hat they, that they did change the fact that because a 

'ictim was killed and had drugs in their system, that they 

Lid not exclude them. 

Now they have changed it to where the person 

rould not be denied the fact if, in fact, the act that 

:aused the death was not part of that. And that has been 

:hanged. 

MS. ADELEYE: Right. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: So I think we have to have 
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some kind of limit and I just hope that — 

MS. ADELEYE: I do agree with that. And I 

:hink Families of Murder Victims as an organization, also 

:ries to emphasize that and reaffirms that. 

And this is where it becomes very pertinent 

:hat information on the forms should be well detailed. 

Because we sometimes have to get into 

.ooking ahead with family members or clients that tells 

is, okay, we have the form. It does not say the specific 

rules. How come you are telling us? 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: I understand that. So you 

ire dealing with the reaction from, hey, wait a minute, 

;hat is not on the form. 

Okay. The other thing I want to point out, 

Is. McManus, what do you think in terms of the letters? 

I agree that maybe we can say or you can say 

:hat you have been denied because you did not fit into the 

>olicy or within the guidelines or whatever. And then if 

tomeone was to call, you could talk to them directly in 

:erms of that. 

Is that possible? 

MS. McMANUS: Well, I think there are two 

ssues here. 

Number one, the sensitivity to the victim 

nd to the family of that victim. 
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And the other is that the counsel that is 

representing the Board will have to go into court to 

lefend the position at some point in time, if it would 

sver become a court case. 

And so, therefore, I think that you have to 

>e sure that you put into the decision those things that 

ire necessary in order for them to be able to adequately 

lefend the position if this ever becomes an exhibit during 

;he court or even for our hearings and so forth. 

I think that there is a reason for that. 

As to being more sensitive and possibly 

rephrasing some areas, I think certainly, you know, we 

:ould look at that. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Thank you. One 

ither thing I have in regards to — okay. She raised the 

[uestion about the $2,000 limit for funerals. 

MS. McMANUS: Correct. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: What is your response to 

:hat? 

MS. McMANUS: My response is that that is 

tot all-inclusive. There is $2,000 for suit; $500 for a 

larker, $500 for the opening and closing of the burial 

lite, $100 for closing; $300 for funeral lunches, $300 for 

'lowers. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Total? 
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MS. McMANUS: Somewhere up around $3,700. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Were you aware of that? 

MS. ADELEYE: I am aware of that. But what 

am addressing is the — actually, the bill to the 

uneral home. 

It is, as I said, from my experience, the 

verage is usually between $3,000 and $4,000 and up. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: But that would cover some 

f that. 

MS. McMANUS: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Go ahead, I'm 

orry. 

MS. McMANUS: That's okay. We have checked 

lso with Funeral Directors Association and the average 

uneral in Pennsylvania and, Bill, maybe you can — 

VOICE: $3,650. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: That is the average in 

ennsylvania? 

VOICE: Across the state. 

MS. McMANUS: Across the state. So 

herefore, many of these costs are included in the funeral 

ill at some point. 

MS. MARSCHIK: Marianne, is the $2,000 that 

s in the statute, the statutory cap? I mean, it is not 

omething that was based on an internal decision? 
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MS. McMANUS: We have it in our rules and 

regulations. 

MS. MARSCHIK: I think, Mr. Chairman, it is 

statutory. 

MS. McMANUS: I don't have the statute with 

te. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. I thank you. I 

ppreciate that. But that is something that, I guess in a 

urther discussion and further communications, you know, 

re can look in terms of seeing, you know, what, if, what 

nd if it can be improved, or anything that we may need to 

lo in terms of legislatively that would help. 

And one of the concerns I have, and I don't 

now if you have a working relationship. 

I have had to establish that in my district 

ith certain funeral homes if, in fact, there is a funeral 

nd there is a person that is possibly, I mean, based on 

ust initial facts that they would probably receive an 

ward, is there some relationship where the funeral homes 

ay go ahead with it, knowing that something is coming? 

MS. McMANUS: Oh, I don't think we have had 

lot of claims where they have held it up or anything 

ecause we, you know, there was — 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: I guess maybe you would be 

ble to respond to that. 
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MS. ADELEYE: Can you repeat your question? 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: I am concerned that some 

amilies don't have money. 

MS. ADELEYE: Right. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: But maybe they will, based 

m the incident, they will receive something from the 

lompensation Board. But in a period of time. 

Would the funeral home, knowing that, go 

head and have the funeral? Because I have heard of some 

ass where they have to change funeral homes. 

MS. ADELEYE: Because the funeral home is a 

usiness and they need to make a business and they don't 

ike assuming risk, most of them don't. 

Even, even — and we try to get family 

embers of survivors to use that as a strategy to get 

uneral homes to proceed pending, most of them don't. 

The only times that we get that done, which 

s very, very rare, is if the victim's family has some 

ind of a relationship where it is a neighborhood-based 

uneral home and the victim's family has some kind of a 

elationship with the funeral director. 

But most of the time it doesn't work. We 

ave to run here and there and try to help these 

nfortunate family members. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: What I would like to do is 
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f you, basically, If the organization and probably the 

ictim ones, too, if we can start identifying maybe some 

uneral homes that want to do that so we have a list that 

an be communicated throughout the city of some funeral 

omes willing to do that, I think we can provide a list 

hat would be good. 

MS. ADELEYE: And as a matter of fact, our 

ffice tries to seek money from funeral homes to meet the 

- maybe essentially establish a slush fund in our 

ffice. 

Because at least on the average we get 

ithin like, two months, we get like three or four people 

hat don't — from different family members, but as a 

olicitation from the funeral, out of 300 funeral homes, 

e only got two funeral homes and $50, so. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Thank you. Next we 

ill call Sandra Lutz. 

MS. LUTZ: Good morning. I am Sandra Lutz 

rom the Adams County Victims Program, which is in 

ettysburg, Pennsylvania. 

I'm the coordinator of that program. I have 

o say that I am sort of let down, let down at the bottom 

f the list here. And I am finding myself getting very 

motional about the testimony. And I think that is 

omething that I should bring out because I don't think, 
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is Victims Service Representatives and working with 

rictims directly as we do, that it's our job to get 

unotional and do what we need to do for our victims. 

But at the same time I think that we also 

leed to take a step back and look at the total picture and 

locus on some of the things that may be problems that 

iren't directly related to victims service. 
i 

i 

I haven't heard anybody mention other than, 
I 

rell, in all fairness, the Crime Victims Board has brought 

Lp collections and restitution and that sort of thing, as 

in issue. 

I think we all know that the whole funding 

:or the program is based on those collections and what we 

ake in as a sta^e. 
i 

I think that that is something that should 

>e looked at very thoroughly. And I think you will find 

hat across the state there isn't one county that is 

irobably doing this in the same standardized manner as far 

is the collection practices. 

In my county in particular, every fine cost 

nd everything is paid first. The victim gets money 

ast. That includes the fines that pay for victims 

services and Crime Victim Compensation. 

I think it is time to take a serious look at 

here we fall on those lists. 
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I happen to know out of a list of about 26, 

ly services collection area is around 24 on the list. 

I have done some things in my county to try 

:o help that and I don't know that my practices are 

feasible in other counties because they are all so 

Lifferent. They are serving larger numbers of people. 

I, fortunately, have the luxury of being in 

L small county and don't — I have more time to give to 

ither projects like that. 

But I have recently become involved in our 

:ollections process in our county. I set up the payment 

igreements with every defendant that comes through. 

And my philosophy behind that is, I did 

esearch on this project before I decided to step into it, 

ind found that defendants were being sentenced and were 

lot even being set up on a payment plan for anywhere from 

hree to five months after their sentencing. 

Now when you are looking at a person who is 

tentenced to a year's probation and they are left with 

live months to pay off $3,000, you almost know they are 

[oing to be released before they have met that obligation 

•ecause they are not going to be able to make the 

layments. 

I saw this as a real serious issue and this 

s just my county. 
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Since then, I have changed that. And 

whether a person is receiving Public Assistance, whether 

hey have a fixed income of any other kind, they are still 

equired to pay something. Whether it is $5 a month, $10 

. month, whatever. 

So far, I wanted to take the six-month mark 

s a time to review this, the people that I have set up. 

am only aware of one person that is delinquent on their 

Ian since January. 

Which « 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Excuse me, out of how 

any? 

MS. LUTZ: Geez, I'm sorry, I really have 

ot had time to prepare that. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Over 100? 

MS. LUTZ: Yes, definitely. I think, I 

hink it is just an important thing to look at when we are 

alking about making changes. 

And there are so many things that are going 

o require additional funds. 

One of the things that I am looking at is 

ot only that the collections pays for Victims Comp, but 

t also pays for Victims Service programs. 

We have listened to testimony from people 

ho have said that, you know, we have a problem with 
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iroviders providing services because they are not getting 

aid. 

But is it reasonable to look at the fact 

hat if we were taking in more money from our programs 

verall from the criminals who are supposed to be fronting 

his money, then who is to say that we could not have our 

wn staff of sexual assault counselors or therapists or 

omeone to take on some of this responsibility for 

ounseling which would eliminate Victims Comp or the Crime 

ictims Board having to be the sole responsible party for 

hese bills. 

It is really difficult, as I said, because, 

ou know, you want to do the best for your victim. 

I tend to sit back and try to look at this 

hole picture because, obviously, we can't afford to lose 

he Crime Victims Board. 

I mean, it is an excellent service. We have 

roblems with it, and we all need to work together to get 

hrough those. But I feel we should be looking at the 

otal picture. 

I don't think that the problems are specific 

o what we are doing in Victims Services or what Crime 

ictims Board is not doing with their program. 

I think there is a lot more involved that 

eeds to be looked at. I have to agree with everyone in 
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regard to the time limits and it is not just a problem — 

.t is a problem for all of us, because we are faced with 

laving to deal with creditors, with the harrassing 

.etters, with people refusing service because they know 

:hey are not going to get their money. 

Now, my experiences have probably not been 

is bad as some other people's because I am from a small 

:ounty. But it is definitely a problem. I mean, I face 

:his everyday. 

The other thing that I have a problem with 

.s, I am real limited in providers. And it is hard for me 

o draw a pool of providers that are willing to do, like 

n Pamela's area, I think that is wonderful. I wish I 

iould do that. 

But I only have a handful to work with. And 

f three out of five are being stubborn, you can't expect 

me counselor or one therapist to be dealing with every 

:ase in that county. 

And there are, I think, through public 

wareness and education, we are seeing a lot more of child 

exual assault and child abuse cases coming to light. 

And I have seen that in my county also. I 

ould say that at this point that we are moving up and 

ecoming about 50 percent of our cases who, where people 

ecelve extensive services, are child victims. 
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I would also agree with the problems 

surrounding the death benefit Issues. And the funeral 

ixpenses. 

I haven't found — I mean, I don't have that 

lany but of the ones I have had, It Is really hard to find 

L funeral director that will either, you know, wait for 

heir money or accept, you know, it is never enough to 

over the expense of the funeral expenses. 

And I would have to agree with that that 

laybe that should be looked at as something that could be 

ncreased. 

And I also agree In regards to the forms. 

o me, I never felt the forms were user-friendly, is the 

nly thing I can think of to term that. 

Although the last revision was very helpful 

or someone like me, you know, to do the form. I don't 

hink it helped the victims at all, if they are doing it 

hemselves. 

I have, in fact, I ask victims to come in, 

nd if they want to fill it out themselves, to at least 

et me review it with them to make sure things are there 

o avoid delays. 

But, you know, that doesn't always happen. 

hey get forms from different places. 

But I think we should look at the forms, 
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:oo, and try to come up with a way where there is more 

.nformatlon Included. 

I did like the Idea of having a separate 

:lalm form because of the particular things that are asked 

:or on particular claims. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Representative Manderino? 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: I'm sorry, were 

rou finished? 
i 

MS. LUTZ: Go ahead. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Were you finished? 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Are you sure? 

MS. LUTZ: Yes. 

(PAuse.) 

MS. LUTZ: May I add one thing? Another 

»roblem that I ran into with providers and this is, 

ncludes funeral homes, and I ran into this with another 

:ounty agency, is I found out just by chance that a victim 

ras being charged a higher fee because Crime Victims was 

ticking up the tab. 

And, you know, it would be nice if I had the 

:ime to investigate all of those things, but like I said, 

t was one of those things I was getting ready to send the 

:laim and I was reviewing the thing and something clicked 

n my head. 

And I thought, this agency bases their 
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payments on financial background of the person applying 

for services. 

They had never done a financial workup on 

:hese people. And I knew the family, the father was 

inemployed. I knew there were circumstances that 

.ndicated that they should not have been paying what they 

rare paying. 

And I made that adjustment right before I 

rant the claim. 

But that is not the first time. I have had 

;hat happen with a funeral director as well. 

I have had people hold — they have held 

tills and not sent them to Medical Assistance, knowing 

:hat there is a deadline for Medical Assistance so that 

Irime Victims will pick it up and pay it in full. 

And these are some serious problems that 

teed to be looked at, in addition to everything else. 

And without, you know, addressing those, I 

lon't know how much change that we can do that is going to 

>e affected without also looking at those things. 

Now I'm done. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Thank you. And you 

lertainly have enlightened us from another perspective and 

: appreciate that. 

Representative Manderino? 
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REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Thank you, Mr. 

!hairman. 

Ms. Lutz, one of the things that I just want 

:o make you aware of, because I very much appreciate a lot 

»f points that you made, is that while this Committee 

tearing today is dealing just with Crime Victims services 

ind how that is working, we have had prior hearings on the 

rhole collection matter, so that that is an issue that is 

teing looked at. 

Because our court systems are costing us so 

tuch in Pennsylvania. And you are pointing out that while 

ou may be number 24 on the list, all of those things 

ibove you cost the Commonwealth, too. 

And that is one of the things that the whole 

ommittee has been having hearings on with our Court 

dministrators, et cetera, to try to improve the overall 

ollections rate. 

But the fact that you have been able to do 

omething in Adams County maybe that, may make you a 

esource to look at what you have done, and are there 

ther ways that counties can do what you are doing, or 

hat court administrators can work along with people like 

ou to make that process work better. 

And so I wanted to both assure you that that 

asn't been ignored. It is just for a different day than 
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oday. 

And at the same time, thank you for pointing 

hat out, because you are doing something that maybe we 

teed to make others aware of. 

MS. LUTZ: I can be honest with you, it is a 

ery, very simple thing that I do. 

Like I said, I have a small program. I have 

he luxury of having the time to do that. 

Also, being in a small program, I can't 

xpand in a lot of areas where other people do, because it 

ould require space in the courthouse, it would require 

idditional staff. And I don't have a very large budget, 

ither. 

But I felt that this was an area that I 

ould move in and not take up any more space than what I 

m taking now. 

It really isn't a real time-consuming 

roject or anything. But — and I don't know what, 

nether other people, you know, are able to do what I am 

loing. 

But it basically was an agreement between 

yself and the Chief of Adult Probation. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: My second 

uestion goes to an issue you raised. 

And I think it is abominable that we 
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ictually have, whether It is funeral directors who are 

iharging more for providers that are holding on, and I 

tot iced that Ms. McManus was shaking her head, were 

idding onto things to pass the MA deadline. 

What would happen, I mean, is there some way-

hat, although, without hurting the victim, that you can 

:ind of penalize the provider who does that? 

MS. McMANUS: Well, we ~ 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Because again, 

ike I said, Crime Victims Compensation is supposed to be 

he compensation of last resort. 

And the fact that there were other resources 

vailable that some, some knowledgeable person was able to 

ake advantage of, just really means that there is some 

ther victim out there that is left with no avenue, and no 

lethod of reimbursement. 

And I am wondering if you have any thoughts 

n ways that we can attack problems like that. 

MS. McMANUS: Well, you know, we really have 

ooked at that. 

And we have, you know, we have gone back and 

orth on this issue because number one if we say, well, we 

re not going to pay, then they are just going to dun the 

ictim forever and a day. 

If we do say, we are paying, then they know 
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;hey can get away with it again, and they can do it. 

But if we find that this is consistent with 

L particular person, we are going to have to say, no, and 

ou did not submit it in time we will not pay that bill. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Or is it possible 

hat we can consider something like, do we know that 

omebody was eligible for MA and the provider didn't 

eimburse and if so in those cases, can we only reimburse 

o the MA limit and if they chose — well, if they chose 

o accept it, then that is almost like Blue Cross does 

hat is your payment in full. 

What implications would something like that 

ave? 

MS. McMANUS: I don't know. It is very 

omplex because, you know, we have also gone back and 

brth on saying, putting something in that if you accept 

his, you are accepting it as payment in full. 

I don't know how receptive, you know, they 

ould be, and whether they would go after the victim for 

he rest or not. 

But I have that letter that, you know, I 

irought it along. And it just shows that she went after 

he counseling people and they charged a rate of $60 per 

ession, which is really one of the lower. Because they 

aid they were applying for a crime victim. 
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I have since requested a financial statement 

:o be done and for the bill to be adjusted accordingly. 

Hie payments were reduced to $27.50. 

Well, you know. If you figure how many 

:ounseling bills and how many people we get, that, you 

enow, we pay for counseling fees. 

MS. LUTZ: And I think it is real 

mfortunate that that was a county counseling agency. I 

ranted to, can I address something that Marianne said in 

regard to. 

I think it would be really detrimental to do 

rhat you are saying as far as the, you know, the adjusted 

>ayment or whatever, we will pay this portion if you 

tccept Medical Assistance, that sort of thing. 

I think that anyone who is in the same 

>osition as me, can tell you how hard we have worked to 

ret the cooperation that we have and find medical services 

:hat will wait or accept the Victims Comp at all. 

And it would worry me that we would be back 

:o square one on that. 

The only other thing that has ever come to 

lind with me in regard to Crime Victims board, in that 

irea, is if they had the capacity on their staff to have a 

mblic awareness or training team, that could go out and 

lot just address victims services, groups, but address the 
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lospltals and the medical field. 

The reason I say that Is I have found 

:hrough another Incident that the AMA Is not even aware 

:hat the Board exists. Which Is the American Medical 

Association. 

The way I found that out Is because I had a 

>erson running around with the threat of losing an eye who 

tad no Insurance and I could not find a doctor who would 

lo the surgery that he needed. 

However, I found one and It prompted me to 

:all around and find out what, why haven't people heard of 

:his program. 

And so I checked with the American Medical 

association offices in Harrisburg here and they told me 

:hat they did not know that the Victims Comp Board 

txisted. 

So there is an area where maybe we aren't 

sven, maybe we have some responsibility there to do some 

:ommunity education in areas where we are not. 

However, I thank the Victims Services Act 

:or doing that as much as they can. But this is a larger 

icope and, there again, the time factor. 

They are working direct service. You don't 

lave time to always go out to the community. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Don't you find 
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hat a bit Incredible that the Pennsylvania Chapter 

loesn't know? 

MS. LUTZ: Yes, very incredible. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: I almost have to 

onder whether, well. No comment. 

(Laughter.) 

MS. LUTZ: That Is why I am adamant about 

he fact that there are other things here that need to be 

ooked at. 

I mean, it would be nice if we could blame 

t all on the Crime Victims or us. But I think that 

verybody is doing everything that they can as much as 

hey can. 

We definitely need to work together for 

hanges but some of these other things are real serious 

nd they are costing us money down the line and they are 

osting the victim, you know. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay, Representative 

asland? 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: Just one comment, 

ecause I agree with everything that Kathy has said. 

And the first thing you said, Sandra, when 

ou came up, is that you were getting emotional listening 

o everybody else testifying. 

Well, you get emotional up here, too. And 
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.here are a number of things that have been raised today, 

.ssues and concerns and I have felt it myself, and I have 

:elt it from both sides of me. 

So, we are very much concerned also. 

MS. LUTZ: That is a good sign then. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Any questions? 

MS. MARSCHIK: One question. And I don't 

:now if either of you can answer it directly, but maybe 

our thoughts on it. 

I think from what you have said, Sandra, 

.hat collection is a function of enforcement. 

And I am wondering if, when a defendant has 

inancial obligations to take care of, when he is on 

probation or subsequent to his release from county 

acillty, he is on parole, is that person being released 

rom the court supervision prior to making full payment 

or those costs? 

MS. LUTZ: I would say, I can speak for my 

ounty, but my guess would be that many, many people are 

eing released before their financial obligation is met. 

MS. MARSCHIK: And could that, maybe this is 

question better put to probation and parole, but by not 

taking those payments, could that be looked at as a 

iolation? 

MS. LUTZ: That is a violation. But when 
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rou haven't been set up on a payment plan for five months 

>£ your probation, can they really expect you to keep, 

stay on for an extra year because you never entered them 

.nto an agreement? 

That is where I have a problem. Whose 

responsibility should that be? 

You know, that is one of the things that we 

rorked out because I said that I would not do this process 

rithout assurance that people would not be released at the 

snd of the probation without meeting their financial 

obligation. And that was one of the changes that we have 

lade. 

However, like I just started in January with 

:he new year here doing this. I haven't hit anyone who 
r 

ias gotten off probation yet, so I can't see if they are 

[oing to stick to what they are saying or not. 

I will have to wait at least a year because 

hat is usually the minimum probationary period. 

MS. MARSCHIK: Do you anticipate cooperation 

'rom the local, the County Probation Parole Department? 

I mean, that would be— 

MS. LUTZ: I do, yes. Mainly because this 

lirective to address the collections problem came down 

rom our president judge, originally. 

I was afforded the opportunity to see it 
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>ass the DA's desk and thought maybe I can do something 

;here. 

That is how I got involved in that. 

So I do feel that that was one of the things 

:hat was addressed in that particular memo from the judge, 

:hat he sees a problem with that as well. 

And that also had to be addressed by the 

irobation office. I mean, I just offered to take some of 

he heat off and do this end of it. 

What they are doing on that end I couldn't 

ell you. I hope they follow through with that. 

MS. MARSCHIK: Thank you. 

MS. LUTZ: But I have found for the most 

lart that people are payinging what they are supposed to 

•ay. 

The larger percentage are people paying on 

ime. You know, and that is good, so far. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Representative 

[as land? 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: I just want to say 

.hat I think it is crucial that you get these plans worked 

iut up front, where there is probation or your office. 

In the District Attorney's office in 

umberland, I was responsible for the ARD program, most 

eople know what that is about so I won't explain it. And 
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tith the DUI and non-DUI. 

And before they entered the program we would 

let them up on payment plans and some with large amounts 

>f restitution had to start paying before they entered the 

>rogram. 

And you really have to go over those things 

:arefully. I can remember one fellow who said he really 

:ouldn't afford to pay anything. And so we wanted to see 

jxactly what his expenses were. 

And It came to light that he had a $30 TV 

:able bill per month. And we advised him that he would be 

>aying $30 a month if he wanted to enter the ARD program. 

knd he would have to get rid of the cable. And there is 

10 two ways about it. 

And I think if you don't do that up front 

pou are going to lose them. 

MS. LUTZ: I set up the payment plans as 

luch as possible right after sentencing. 

I mean they are stuck there for three hours 

roing to probation and going here and going there. I am 

just another stop along the way. 

I opened up a little office across the 

tall. They stop in and I do the same thing. 

I have a form that where, if they are 

elling me they can't pay anything. I say, well, let's 
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urn to page 2 and we will fill out the financial section, 

nd then they will change their tune, if they don't want 

o go through that hassle. 

But everybody is paying something, which is, 

eans that something is coming in rather than someone 

eing set up on something they can't afford and paying 

othing. You know, it is basic philosophy. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Thank you very much. And 

e are asking this to — that is definitely one area we're 

oing to look at. 

And maybe through the Committee's effort, we 

an work on trying to make sure those paid arrangements 

re made in advance. 

So thank you very much. And now we are 

oing to call Catheryn Bacharach. 

MS. BACHARACH: Thank you. My name is 

atheryn Bacharach and I am Director of the Northwest 

ictim Services. 

Mary Achilles and I have been watching the 

lock very carefully, and we both agreed that since our 

rogram serves Dwight Evans' and Gordon Linton's 

istricts, and they are on the Appropriations Committee, I 

ould be willing to make a personal visit to make sure 

hat I got my time. 

And I have already spoken to Gordon. So if 
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iwight comes in, I will deal with him. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: And he will listen to you. 

: want to comment, I think you have one of the, from what 

have experienced, or seen, one of the best operations of 

Ictim services in Philly; is that right? 

MS. BACHARACH: Thank you. It is longevity 

tore than anything else, I assure you. 

One thing I wanted to say before I skip 

hrough my testimony, and that is that I think everybody 

n this room is very excited that the three of you are 

itting here and listening and asking the quality 

uestions that you are asking. 

Because one of the problems that all of us 

hare is that in the past there hasn't been a very high 

evel of interest in this issue. Either from the 

legislative or from the Executive branch. 

And I think that is one of the reasons why 

e have experienced as many problems as we have. 

And everyone, I think, is grateful for your 

nterest and I think I speak for all of us. 

Just to put my comments in context, 

orthwest Victims Services was founded in 1981. 

I testified at the 1983 Sunset Hearings for 

rime Victims Compensation before this Committee and the 

991 Sunset Hearings before the Senate Judiciary 
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lommittee. 

Northwest Victims Services has filed, as of 

pesterday, 1,107 claims in those years of all sorts; 

'uneral and loss support families, Social Security and 

tension, loss wages, medical counseling and other claims. 

And I think maybe some of our claims were 

iven groundbreaking. We may see what we can do in the 

uture. 

The settlement of those claims has topped 

irobably $1.5 million over those years. And I can't say 

irecisely, but my guess is that we probably have a 99.5 or 

9.7 percent success rate. 

Very few of the claims have been denied 

ecause we do a lot of assessment before we actually file 

he claim. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Maybe we better look to you 

n terms of an Advisor to the Appropriations' Committee. 

(Laughter.) 

MS. BACHARACH: Our staff has a very 

ositive relationship with the Compensation Board and 

taff. 

There are two CVC staff members in this room 

ho I think deserve combat pay. They have been working at 

he Board since before our program started. 

And I know that they work, as everybody else 
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loes, very hard. 

Many of the recommendations that we made 

luring the Sunset Hearings in 1991 have been Implemented 

nd we applaud that. 

The greater utilization of computers, the 

hortening of the claim form, the utilization of an 

cceptance form that means that even if we lose contact 

1th the victim and there are outstanding medical bills, 

hose bills will be paid to the provider if they are 

iutstanding. 

Old or problem claims are no longer left and 

uried or left to rot. 

The drug policy is less rigid, counseling 

otes are no longer required, and there is improved 

ommunication with Victim Service providers. 

As has been stated by other people who have 

estified, prior to May, our major problem still is the 

ength of time that it takes to process the claim. 

And clearly, I think most of these problems 

re relating to staffing availability. 

But other people who have testified before 

e, have made it very clear that the length of time means 

hat in many cases we are unable to find people who will 

rovide services. 

It took us about six weeks to find an 
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tcularist who would be willing to provide an artifical eye 

:o a victim because the ocuiarist that we had used 

ireviously no longer wanted to deal with us because an 

earlier claim had taken, in his view, too long. 

Funeral directors, we have not been — 

inless it is a 95-year-old widow who is killed in her home 

it 3:00 in the morning, we can't find a funeral director 

rho will wait for payment. 

And, in fact, dealt with a funeral director 

mce in South Philadelphia who threatened to disinter a 

tody because a claim had not been paid. 

So those are some of the problems that we 

experience. 

Our program has done a couple of things to 

ry and decrease the pressure. We have created our own 

emergency fund. Money that we have gotten from churches 

nd from the 50/50 that we have at our fund-raiser, et 

etera. 

So that now v*ith Social Security and pension 

ilaims under $50, we take that money out of our emergency 

und, write a check, send it directly to the victim. 

It saves us staffing time and it saves the 

ompensation Board staffing time, and if we can increase 

hat emergency fund then we can increase that to $100. 

To decrease the amount of time taken to 
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lettle a claim, I recommended at the Sunset Hearings and 

recommend again, that the Board cut back on the 

erification process by streamlining and setting up a 

•wo-tiered system and I have heard Marianne call that 

idmlnlstratlve processing. 

So that the requirements for verification 

ire not as rigid and time consuming, especially for claims 

mder $1,000. 

That we simplify the forms used In approving 

he claims so that less typing Is necessary. 

And In recent months I think the last six 

lonths, many of our claims have been held up because the 

lalm was In the typing pool. 

There simply was not enough secretarial 

taff available at the Compensation Board to type up the 

lee Is Ion of the Board. 

Many of us have felt that the Board Is 

verly fearful of fraud, perhaps because the audits have 

ieen so burdensome In the past. 

Despite the fact that we filed over 1100 

lalms, I am aware of perhaps only one or two possibly 

raudulent claims. 

And, In fact, we have had the experience of 

any victims calling us and saying, please contact the 

oard. I just received more Insurance payment than I 
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expected and I shouldn't get as much money from 

[arrlsburg. 

And we have conveyed that. That is 

(specially true of the elderly. 

I would also recommend that the Board send 

erlficatlon requests out Immediately upon receiving the 

ilaims or at the maximum within one to two weeks and find 

rays to reduce the paperwork. 

The National Institute of Justice in that 

ame report, Representative James, that you refer to, said 

n their interviews with program directors, that 25 

rogram Directors nationwide said that a lack of staff 

mpaired faster processing of claims. 

Clearly the Program Directors alone cannot 

ncrease staffing levels. Rather, they must convince 

egislators of the need for additional staffing. 

And I hope we have been successful in doing 

hat today. 

I have been involved in conversations with 

egislators and with the executive branch staff over the 

ast eight or 10 years about the staffing issue. 

And their attitude in the past was very 

learly the Compensation Board is poorly run and 

nefficient. When they demonstrate differently, we will 

11 think about Increasing staffing. 
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I feel strongly that improvements at the 

toard and the needs of crime victims statewide are such 

hat it really is time to take action on the staffing 

ssue. 

One additional concern that I have is the 

ray in which supplemental claims are handled. 

Supplemental claims, as you know, are those 

n which the original claim has been paid. Additional 

•ills are incurred and submitted for payment. 

I am calling these orphan claims currently, 

ecause our experience is that those supplemental claims 

ave often been set aside for months and months and months 

nd we found ourselves in the position of having to 

arrass staff and board members to get those out and try 

o process them. 

I see that as being a problem. 

During the 1991 Sunset Hearings, many of us 

ho were here focused on adjustments and improvements that 

e felt might have to be accomplished through the 

egislative process. And the following is just a short 

1st of some of those issues. 

Currently, only close relatives and it is, 

hat, the second or third degree of sanguinity, which I 

nderstand, but currently only close relatives can recover 

uneral expenses. 
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I feel strongly and I think other advocates 

feel strongly, that whoever pays that funeral bill, 

rhether It Is a distant relative or a close friend or a 

leighbor should be reimbursed so that that victim can be 

>ut to rest In a timely fashion. 

And in many cases there are no close 

relatives, especially if it is an elderly person who has 

tutlived everyone in his or her family. 

Social Security survivors benefits should be 

ixempted from consideration in homicide cases where 

ledical bills and funeral bills are outstanding. 

And, in fact, some of us ask that the first 

15,000 of life insurance be exempted. Our feeling is that 

:hose benefits are for the living. 

There are unanticipated expenses that occur 

ifter a homicide that that money is needed for. 

That we need to work something out 

egislatively there. 

I also feel strongly that the cap for Social 

lecurity or pension benefits should be increased from the 

imount of one monthly check to a dollar amount such as 

1,000 or $1500. 

In the past the maximum was $15,000 

ctually. And it was then changed. 

The one monthly check penalizes the poor 
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tlderly. Someone who is living on $400 a month, Social 

Security, who has accumulated, unfortunately, some money 

n the house and has $600 taken, we feel should be 

reimbursed for the $600, so that we feel a dollar cap is 

tuch more equitable. 

I mentioned to Representative James recently 

hat I have made a personal pledge that I am not going to 

ictively support any, quote, unquote, victims legislation, 

rhether it is a constitutional amendment or an expanded 

(ill of Rights, unless and until we can deal with the 

•roblems of Crime Victims Compensation. 

Because this is, this has been pushed aside 

n many of the other considerations. And these are ways 

n which Crime Victims can get concrete support that will 

ee them through the days after a very traumatic 

ncident. 

Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Thank you. I am going to 

all on Mary Achilles from the District Attorney's Office 

o join us at the table, so the questions will be to all 

t you to save time. 

MS. ACHILLES: Make I make a statement? 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Always, coming from the 

Istrict Attorney, Lynn Abrams. 

MS. ACHILLES: My name is Mary Achilles and 
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am the Director of Victim Services for Philadelphia 

ilstrlct Attorney's Office. 

I want to second everything that Catheryn 

aid today, and all my other colleagues across the state. 

And I think you noticed that I was extremely 

ittery. We spent an lnordlnant amount of time talking 

bout the therapy claims. And In the 1990, 1991/1992 

eport, only 3 percent of the awards were for counseling. 

The majority of the awards are for physician 

ees, loss wages and hospital costs, which are usually 

laims that are filed by victims of serious aggravated 

ssaults and are often accompanied not only with medical 

Ills, but also loss of wages and they are the claims that 

ake up to and over a year to process. 

It Is just Incredible to me that some of the 

tatements that we have all made here today, and I am not 

ritlcizlng what people are saying, but to wonder whether 

r not we should give the creditors notice of these 

unning letters to the victim service people to take care 

f, to me, is way beyond the point of the spirit of the 

ederal legislation that enacted Crime Victim Compensation 

rograms across this country. 

It is to provide some type of immediate, if 

ot emergency, remedy to the financial impact of crime. 

And I think we all need to be aware of and 
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focus on the fact that crime has physical, financial and 

tmotional Impact. 

And waiting a year for the financial Impact 

;o be dealt with Is causing more emotional Impact. And 

:he end result is, yes, we have good statistics. 

We can say we paid these claims and people 

ire doing what they need to do, but as a group, and I 

really do focus to the Legislature, we are not doing 

inythlng to Improve that. 

And we are losing sight of the fact that 

>eople are throwing up their hands and saying, It Is not 

rorth my time. I don't need another headache, when I have 

:wo bullet wounds In my back. 

I mean, these are issues that we are losing 

:he sensitivity. 

And that is very frustrating to me. 

It seems to me that we seem to forget that 

.f you get injured today and are taken to the emergency 

rard of a hospital and you can't go to work tommorrow, and 

rou don't have any kind of sick leave, or you only have a 

reek and you have run out, we can't wait a year to get 

.oss of wages reimbursed. 

Because your mortgage company or your 

andlord is not going to wait a year to get paid. And we 

xe jeopardizing the lives of individuals and their 
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families and the welfare of our community by accepting the 

fact that we can wait a year. And that is not bad in 

:erms of state payments. 

That is disgraceful. And we are robbing 

>eople of dignity. And they have already been extremely 

levastated by crime. 

And now because of a result of a crime, an 

Lction that they did not bring upon themselves, they may 

Lot be able to take care of their basic needs, and the 

ieeds of their families? 

So we can talk about a cap on therapy and 

ind that is something we should talk about. And we can 

:alk about all these other little things. And I think 

:athern brought up a good point. 

If you want to look at what I consider and 

lost of the Philadelphia advocates and those in Pittsburgh 

:hink of some needed changes in the compensation, look at 

Senate Bill 1360 that died in the last session. Okay? 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Do you know who proposed 

:hat bill? 

MS. ACHILLES: I'm not sure. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: The number is good enough. 

,ast session? 

MS. McMANUS: It was Greenley's bill. 

MS. ACHILLES: And I think what you will 
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iind in there, too, is the majority of things we won't 

Lisagree on, maybe a few items, but the majority of things 

re agree on. 

And I think the length of the time that it 

akes to process a claim in this state is disgraceful. 

And that is what we need to focus on. And 

hen we can focus on the other things that need to be 

'ocused on to ensure the integrity of the fund, and to 

ncrease collections and all of the other things that are 

erious and related. 

But I can tell you that I'm not going to 

:ome back to Harrisburg before any other Legislative 

lommittees and address this issue anymore. Because I am 

ery tired. 

And I am happy today, but I am cautious 

bout investing, hoping in this Committee to do 

omething. 

Although I am doing it, but I am saying to 

ou that I am conscious because I have done this before 

nd I am tired and I have a lot of other things to do. 

And victim service agencies in this state do 

ot exist to file compensation claims or compensation 

laims alone. 

We have a lot of other services we have to 

rovide to crime victims. A lot of advocacy services, a 
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ot of — other services unrelated to Crime Victims 

ompensation. 

But most of us have always gotten Involved 

n compensation because It Is a very tangible thing. And 

e can relieve people of that financial benefit. 

I just want to briefly go through a few 

hlngs for whatever It Is worth. 

And people talk about personal Injury crime 

nd burglary and the eye glasses. 

You might want to look at House Bill 190 or 

ct 195 that goes Into effect on 6/14, Is that In that 

111 they have added burglary as a personal Injury crime 

n their efforts to mandate certain services to, by 

rosecutors and police and the Department of Corrections. 

So you might want to look at that. 

And the collections issue, it was very 

nteresting to me to hear that Adams County was having 

roblems because historically Philadelphia has problems, 

ut I am proud to say, and I want to say this on the 

ecord, that we — our collections have skyrocketed and we 

re collecting well over $30,000 a month. 

But what you have to remember is that in 

hiladelphia, and I think also in Pittsburgh, or I am not 

ure about that, are under a federal court order to reduce 

ur prison populations. 
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No way on the face of this earth is anybody 

[oing to go to jail in Philadelphia or be held in contempt 

or not paying their money to the Victims Crime 

lompensation Board. 

We can barely get people who are arrested 

or serious crimes to stay in there. 

So there are some issues in terms of doing 

hat. But I am glad to hear that people are looking at 

he collection issue. 

You talk about funeral expenses. You cannot 

ook at the state average for funeral expenses. Because 

n 1990 there were over, the uniform crime report there 

ere over 700 homicides in Pennsylvania, over 500 occurred 

n Philadelphia. 

We need to look at the average for an urban 

rea and what it costs to bury someone with dignity, not 

hat it may cost in Adams County. No disrespect. 

If over 75 percent of the homicides occurred 

n Philadelphia and the next largest area is Pittsburgh, 

e need to look at what the cost is there. 

Maybe we should look at some national 

tatistics. 

In terms of the cap on therapy, I think the 

ame issue needs to occur. If you are going to put a cap 

n therapy in terms of how much per hour we need to look 
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it what you can get for therapy for $40 in one county and 

f you can get the same therapy in Philadelphia or 

ittsburgh or Delaware County and some of the larger 

reas, Wilkes-Barre and areas like that. Supplemental 

wards. 

It was a very interesting label Catheryn 

ave to them. In the 1989, 1990 supplemental award I 

iled, I called the Board just two days ago and found that 

t actually went before the Board on April 28th. It is 

ay 27th. I don't have a letter about that. 

I think that is a big staffing issue, 

ecause the letter may say we need additional 

nformatlon. A month has gone by. The letter may say 

hat an award has been made, but then it has to go through 

he whole process of getting a check. 

I think staffing and I think the 

erification is a major issue. 

If there were more staff and I sent a claim 

n for $141 and I have the insurance benefits or $100 and 

have the — insurance benefits statement says we will 

ay $80, and we have the bill from the doctor that says, 

e got the money from the medical insurance company, and 

hat the victim owes $20, okay? 

That there is not a whole lot of need for a 

hole lot of verification if it is processed then. 
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But six months from now there is a need for 

lore verification. And the process is incredibly 

•umbersome to me. 

And I think there should be some type of 

wo-tiered system so do it quicker. 

I think if we did it quicker, it would be 

lasier even under the current process. 

And that is, I think, all I have to say. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: I mean, you have been on 

:his for a while. Okay. 

Representative Manderino? 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Thank you, Mr. 

:hairman. 

Ms. Achilles, if you could for me, as a 

ireshman legislator, I appreciate your frustrations 

lecause I am frustrated, too, about a lot of things about 

LOW the system works, but I am also coming to recognize 

ery quickly some of the realities of why that happens. 

What in Senate Bill 1360, why did it die? 

jid I guess part of me is saying, maybe there is a shared 

-esponsibility in here between legislators paying 

ittention and people's responsibility to keep heightening 

iwareness. 

And since I am new to the process, I want to 

now where we are breaking down here. 
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MS. ACHILLES: I might need some help on 

:his. I believe that Senate Bill 1360 was to reauthorize 

:he Compensation Board under the Sunset Act, and then the 

Sunset Act no longer or the sunset no longer exists. 

So then it sort of was moot. It was very 

romplicated for me, but that had a lot to do with it. 

That there was no longer a need to sunset 

tgencies in the Commonwealth because the Sunset Act itself 

loesn't exist anymore. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: But that had 

tothing to do with what seemed to be the frustration in 

rour testimony with regard to people not listening to what 

rou had to say? 

I was trying to figure out. 

MS. ACHILLES: We put a, a lot of work in 

he whole sunset process. 

That report put out by the Legislative 

ludget and whatever committee, was just incredibly 

tutstanding. 

Those people came to Philadelphia. They 

rent to Pittsburgh. We caucused around the state, various 

service people. And I feel like we wrote that. 

And we negotiated through, you know, the 

lenate Judiciary staff, some really important issues. The 

ssue about exempting Social Security widow and widow 
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urvivor benefits. 

Exempting the first $5,000 in life insurance 

iolicy. Also, legislate that the Comp Board cannot review 

:ounseling, to which their policy is, they don't do now. 

But if Marianne leaves tommorrow, they can 

egally do that with a new chairman. That, contrary to 

•ther things, that the Legislature has passed. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: For the record, what is the 

ame of the report? 

MS. ACHILLES: It is part of the sunset 

rocess. 

We spent a lot of time on that bill and we 

ere hoping that something positive and constructive and 

omething mutually agreed on will come out of that 

egislation. 

I think when the Sunset Act itself died, 

here wasn't enough interest. People didn't ask questions 

ike you are asking today. 

There wasn't enough interest in the Senate 

hat this was that important. 

And I think what happened at the time it was 

he same time the new Victims Bill of Rights Bill was 

ntroduced and it was like, we are tired of it. 

That is a personal opinion. 

MS. McMANUS: If I may comment on that? 
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I think a lot of the proposals in 1360 are 

lome of the things that we are addressing here today, and 

: think some of them would be mutually agreeable. 

And I think that there are some that are 

:ertainly open for discussion. 

I think when you get down to putting in 

egislation the types of interoffice procedures, that you 

re going to have, and things like that, that is probably 

ot legislation, but administratively controlled. 

And so, therefore, I think you know that 

here is certainly room for discussion and thsre is room 

o look at some of these Issues and to come to some 

greement on them. 

As far as the funeral expenses, there are 

tates — we are the fourth highest of 41 states in what 

e pay in funeral expenses. Host of them have $2,000. 

Many of them will not pay any funeral 

xpenses if there has been any kind of criminal incident, 

elony or whatever. 

I think that there is a lot of room for 

greement. 

I think that as far as talking about the 

urglary and the prosthesis or glasses or whatever, the 

ut-of-pocket loss of the definition in the statute 

pecifically says that as a result of a personal injury 
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xime and so, therefore, you know, we are bound by those 

:onstraints. 

I think that, you know, certainly now with 

egislation and looking at additional legislation, those 

ire some things that could be easily be corrected. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Thank you. 

Representative Masland? 

REPRESENTATIVE MASLAND: I really don't have 

ny other questions. 

I'm glad that we had enough extra time for 

he two of you to testify. I appreciate your comments and 

appreciate your motion. 

And as a first-term Representative, we would 

ppreciate your input as to how we should go about 

ddressing this. 

Harold has all the experience, but Katharine 

nd I, we have gone through a lot of frustrating things. 

That is probably why we are here, because we 

ealized that we could be out there studying the budget 

ith everybody else, but no one has really told us a whole 

ot about it anyhow, so I figured I might come here where 

might have an impact, and I might be able to get some 

ood information and hopefully use it in the future. 

But I do appreciate your comments and 

nything we can do to speed up the process, hopefully just 
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;his hearing today that Harold has called, which I think 

.s a great idea, and the communication that there has been 

>etween the Board and all the various providers, will be 

telpful. 

Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Thank you. Staff? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. 

I just want to say that, Mary, I hope that 

— I can feel the frustration, and I know in a couple of 

teetings I have been involved in, we talked about the lack 

if seemingly the kind of interest that you think is 

tecessary from legislators. 

And I just want you to know that, and I hope 

hat this hearing demonstrates to you my commitment to 

'ictirn Witnesses services. 

I want to commend the Compensation Board for 

>eing here and for everybody for staying and going through 

his exchange. 

And hopefully, as a result of this, that you 

tave taken note, the Compensation Board have taken some 

totes and will work with some of the agencies in terms of 

rying to improve services. 

And if that happens, that would help us in 

erms of the legislators, because what happens up here and 
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rhat I have learned quickly and this Is only my third 

:erm, Is that everything is by negotiations. 

And you don't ever get all of what you want, 

rat you get a little bit if we talk, and if we 

:ommunicate. 

And that is what is happening with the 

radget. That is probably why we will be able to do it 

:his week. 

And so I want to thank the staff, and thank 

:he stenographer and thank our Representative Caltagirone, 

rho is the Chairman of the Judiciary Committee, for 

illowing us to have these hearings. 

And that you just keep communicating with 

LS, keep exchanging your ideas. 

Anytime that you have to write the 

lompensation Board or the Compensation Board has to write 

iny of the Victims Services, we think and hope that you 

rill cc those correspondences to the Judiciary Committee 

o that we can be in tune with the exchange of 

lommunications and how we may help to add to the resources 

md how to increase the overall objective of improving 

hings for the Victims Witnesses Compensation. 

One thing I haven't heard too much about 

oday, I heard a lot about the victims, but not too much 

bout the witnesses. 
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And, of course, I was really alarmed that we 

lad a witness who was killed In Philadelphia after being 

released out of — out of being released from contempt of 

:ourt for not speaking. 

But in checking into that matter, I did find 

;hat the District Attorney did offer that victim to be, in 

L Victim Witness Protection Program. And I didn't know 

;hat DA's Office had that. 

And I'm glad to find out that they do have a 

Victim Witness Protection Program. 

And that is something for another matter. 

mother hearing that we have to look at or improve. 

But I want to thank everyone for attending. 

ind if anyone has last additional comments. 

MS. ACHILLES: I would like to put on the 

ecord, the last time I checked the national average 

irocessing time for processing was 80 days. And that was 

L year and a half ago. 

MS. HcMANUS: I would like to comment on 

hat. Because during the sunset audit, there was a lot of 

ittention paid to comparison with other states. And 

really that is like comparing apples and oranges. 

If you talk about Florida, they had 

iomething like 40 people and added an additional 30 or 40 

o help them. 
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If you talk about New York or New Jersey, or 

)hio, Michigan, we are talking about different staffing, 

re are talking about different structure and you know 

:here are a lot of things that go into that. 

So, I am very careful in making comparisons 

rith other states without knowing exactly how the other 

itates are structured and what is happening with them. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: You agree that your time is 

t year? 

MS. McMANUS: No, I would not agree with 

:hat. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: What is your time? 

MS. McMANUS: The average time, I believe, 

.s 36.3 weeks for a claim. 

But that, that does not take into account 

hat there are complex claims and there are personal 

njury claims that could very well take a year. 

There is one claim that Mary and I have been 

rorking on for three-and-a-half years and I am at the 

toint where I am saying, enough of staff's time. We have 

:o close this claim, because we cannot get the kind of 

nformation we need. 

On one hand, you want us to process the 

ilaims faster, on the other hand you want us to be 

ensitive to victims and to try and help them as much as 
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possible. 

We are working with her, we are working 

rith, you know, a Representative's o f f i ce . We are trying 

:o get as much information as we can to make a 

letermination. 

We can't do i t . 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Well, tell me, who would be 

:he person that you need the information from? 

MS. McMANUS: The person we would need 

Information from, the ultimate burden, is on the victim to 

>rovide us the information. And the courts have said 

:hat. 

We need the kind of information to make a 

letermination to give this woman loss of earnings. We 

rould like to do it. 

We think she is entitled to it. But if you 

lon't give us anything to base it on we can't make a 

letermination. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: So that is where Northwest 

Services come in. 

MS. BACHARACH: Fortunately, it is not in my 

irea. It is a very unusual claim. I'm not really sure 

:hat the information that is needed is there. 

So, but, I mean, I'm not. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Not that specific, but just 
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generally, but that is where the type of service agency 

:omes in, in order to help facilitate that? 

MS. BACHARACH: Yes, to help them get 

tospital records, we harrass doctors and other service 

providers to get the information that is needed. If that 

teed is communicated to us. 

And in checking on claims that perhaps are 

making a little bit longer than we feel they are. 

If we discover that X piece of information 

.s needed, we will go after X piece of information. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Would a copy of this 

.estimony help you? 

MS. McMANUS: I think it would. And any 

ither information that you feel would be relevant that we 

:ould have, would be very helpful. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. And so we will also 

tave a copy. If any people want excerpts out of it, they 

ust make that request to our Committee. 

I'm sorry, Representative Manderino? 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: I'm not quite 

lure who to ask this of. If I would be asking it of Ms. 

IcManus or maybe a combination of information from you 

rith some lay work from our staff. 

But you actually raised an interesting point 

hen you were saying you don't like to compare apples with 
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>ranges. 

And, you know, Florida might have 40-plus 

>eople processing claims and you have seven. 

But I'm wondering if we can put together 

lomething that would say, you know, size of, size of 

:laims, numbers of claims or dollar amount of money the 

Victim Compensation Board uses in combination with staff. 

So that if we found, as was bought up by 

tomebody who testified previously, I don't remember who 

lade the point, that there seems to be either a lack of 

nterest or too low of a priority within the Legislature 

>r a feeling, maybe it was Catheryn who made the remarks, 

ieeling from the Executive or Legislative branch that the 

loard doesn't have their act together enough for this to 

>e paid attention to. 

I mean maybe we need to put together some 

lumbers that show what it is actually we are dealing with 

n Pennsylvania to make our case a little stronger. And a 

ittle bit more justifiable to go in there and fight 

ibout. 

MS. BACHARACH: And I believe that the raw 

laterial for doing that is in the National Institute of 

ustice publication that you cited earlier, in combination 

1th whatever information the Board can provide. 

There is a lot of statistical information in 
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;hat. 

CHAIRMAN JANES: And I guess this question 

.s to Ms. McManus. 

One thing has been consistent is that the 

ength of time in terms of the complaints. 

What do you suggest in terms of working with 

:he service agencies that we can improve that? 

Or if you need to — 

MS. McMANUS: I think the number one issue 

rould be staffing. I think that certainly more clerk 

typists and even more legal assistants to do the verifying 

rould be a help. 

But particularly in the clerk/typist 

lection, we are, you know, we are deficient. 

It used to be when I first came there, 

loard members had a caseload of 100 that they were working 

>n to write the reports and recommendations and 

lecisions. 

Because we are there all the time, because 

re are consistent, we, when we get a claim it is usually 

rritten and the decision is rendered that day unless, of 

lourse, we are getting backed up. 

But then they go to the typing pool and go 

or legal review and there can be a hold up there. 

And it is not because of the staff, it is 
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because there is just more than enough for everybody. I 

lean, that would be the number one priority. 

I think the other issue is when you talk 

ibout doing something in a two-tiered system, and you talk 

ibout fast tracking — I want to tell you that works very 

jood. And it sounds wonderful. 

And I have done fast tracking. And I can 

:ell you that I can spend 15 minutes on a phone call with 

>ne provider and wait until they transfer me four or five 

:imes to get the end result that I need for that one 

>ill. 

So that when you ask seven people to take on 

:he fast tracking and do it by telephone, instead of 

lending a letter out, I think they do have a point in some 

nstances. 

Because I have done it. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Thank you. Galina? 

MS. MILOHOV: Could you give us a figure of 

rtiat it would take in space and money and number of 

>ersonnel for a yearly estimate to bring at least your 

typing pool up to speed so that you don't have a backlog? 

MS. McMANUS: Yes, we can do that. 

And we really, for all intents and purposes, 

Lccording to the Bureau of Management Services, we don't 

tave a backlog as per se. 
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I mean, we are talking about claims, even 

:hough they, they're older claims, say in a year's time, 

:hey still have had work done on them. 

And the timeframe may be out of the Board's 

:ontrol. If you talk about four or five months to get a 

lomicide report, you talk about another four to six weeks, 

:his treasury figure, the time right there and why it 

:akes a year for a claim. 

I mean, there are certain circumstances that 

mter into it. 

But I would be glad to provide you with 

:hat. We have asked in the budget for the last several 

rears for additional personnel and we have given the 

justification for it. 

So we have it together and we would be glad 

.0 provide it. 

MS. MILOHOV: As I recall, last year when we 

rere considering sunseting the Board, that was one of the 

.hlngs that was brought out repeatedly as a way of 

ixpanding the staff to facilitate the whole process. 

The whole circuit that the paperwork had to 

:omplete in order to be finalized. 

MS. McMANUS: Right. 

MS. MILOHOV: And I do recall that you have 

hat, and I think it would be very helpful and we could 
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'acilitate some development on that even in this budget 

rear. 

MS. McMANUS: We would be able to do that. 

MS. MILOHOV: All right. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN JAMES: Okay. Again, I want to 

hank you all for attending and participating. And this 

teeting is now adjourned. 

(Whereupon, at 1:00 p.m., the hearing was 

adjourned.) 
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